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INTRODUCTION
SUMMARY
This Master Plan provides two essential ingredients for the redevelopment of the
Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill area:
1) a vision of what the area could look like in 5 to 20 years, and,
2) tools to implement the appropriate type of development.
The goal of the Plan is to create a place that is identifiable for its unique Route 66 character, which can be a livable, walkable, mixed-use, vibrant economic and residential
part of Albuquerque.
The Master Plan is the culmination of a public design process and previous planning
efforts by the City Government, businesses, and residents*. It follows the M.R.A. Plan
which was created to reverse blighted conditions in the area - a territory spanning from
Carlisle Blvd. to San Mateo Blvd. along Central Ave. [see page i] and expanding to
Copper and Zuni. The Plan analyzes the assets and liabilities of the project area and
then offers recommendations and regulations that can be applied to properties in the
area to guide and encourage redevelopment. Next steps for adoption of the regulations [as law] are also given. For, as having a shared vision for the area’s physical being
is important, having a set of rules for all players to follow is critical. Information in the
Plan is grouped as follows:
1. Introduction:

Summary [this section]
Public Participation [Charrette Process]
Principles of Design
Context and History of the area

2. Master Plan:

Illustrative Plan - the vision
Catalytic Projects - suggested 1st projects

3. Plan Components:

Streets and sidewalks
Parking
Landscape
Retail strategies
Affordable Housing

4. Implementation:

Regulating Plan
Development Code

These subjects are critical building blocks for a great place. Moule and Polyzoides
Architects and Urbanists, along with a nationally respected traffic engineering specialist and retail specialist, brought their expertise in designing urban environments to the
table to meet with the residents and business owners in the area. It should be noted
that design principles [page 4] used here follow a New Urbanist philosophy of restructuring urban places to those oriented more to pedestrians and mixed-use shopping/living buildings. It is a form-based approach to design, in opposition to the current status quo of use-based design which separates uses and generally dis-allows mixed-use.
It was essential to the design team that the components which make up the streets,
stores, and homes in the Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill be analyzed, discussed, and
changed if necessary though design. A design workshop process was used to gather
the public’s ideas and opinions. Through a series of exercises and feed-back loops,
hopes and concerns of those affected by the plan were directly incorporated into this
Master Plan document. While not every comment made it into this booklet, the majority of participant requests were honored in the designs for the plan.

A note on Master Plan Adoption - the City Planning process:
The following are suggested steps to review and approve the Master Plan’s
Development Implementation Process and create it as ordinance:
1. M.R.A. Plan - Albuquerque Development Commission review & approval .
2. Nob Hill Sector Development Plan - amend:
a. Sector Plan - extend to San Mateo in order to include this M.R.A.
b. Design Overlay Zone - [East of Carlisle] add with this form-based code.
c. Design Overlay Zone - [West of Carlisle] suggest future overlay zone be
created by re-coding Sector Plan Design guidelines which are
currently not ordinance.
3. E.P.C. approval
a. Zoning Change - from C-2 to C.C.R. [with amendments as necessary]
along Central Ave. .
b. Design Overlay Zone - [East of Carlisle] including height [and other]
amendments to C.C.R. Zone
4. City Council approval- review and approval of item 3 above.
5. B.I.D. or T.I.F. - businesses in the MRA should organize one or more of these
associations to manage marketing, parking, and financing as a district.

Vision

Vision

Tools

Tools

Principles: Great Streets

Principles: mixed-use buildings

Principles: transit

Principles: parking

People living and working in the area that participated in the workshops were very
aware and sensitive to the role all parts of an urban fabric play in their neighborhood.
Concerns common to the majority of residents and businesses included:
- stores that serve daily needs or general shopping needs are desired, but rare now
- stores and motels in the district, in general, are degraded [motels are nuisances]
- motels [existing] need to be refurbished, or removed & redeveloped
- business that have improved buildings see little investment in neighboring sites
- lack of development in general in the area is frustrating:“make something or anything happen” was uttered frequently
- streets and sidewalks have become neglected, are inhospitable, are too narrow
- street traffic is moving too fast [esp. at Central, near Highland High, Lead, Coal]
- street crossings are dangerous on Central, Zuni, Lead, & Coal due to speeding,
creating divisions in the neighborhood
- street crossing makes it difficult to visit stores on opposite side of Central
- street traffic is loud and intimidating
- parking is difficult for Hiland Theater at large events
- parking is difficult for businesses on Central where on-street parking was removed
- sidewalks and other civic spaces in the area are degraded or hazardous
- bicycling is discouraged on major streets [no shoulders or lanes, speeding cars]
- transit issues - more routes, better vehicles, better stops desired
- housing options in the area are currently limited, more desired
- housing options should be increased, especially to keep mixed income feeling to
area and trying to avoid gentrification
- housing should be buffered from commercial ventures nearby
- mixed-use buildings are desired, could be more dense than Nob Hill, use height or
bench marks existing in neighborhood to gauge heights [not too high]
- character of neighborhood should be preserved and improved - more Route 66,
avoid generic, anywhere America character esp. on Central
- create a plan that makes the neighborhood a walkable and “shop-able” place again
The Master Plan offers an design which addresses these concerns in a holistic, interconnected manner, and therefore must be understood as a whole.
Firstly, the
Illustrative Plan and Regulations create a new form-based code which places mixed-use
buildings at the sidewalk, moves parking to streets and rears of lots, and allows a modest increase in heights of buildings. The mixing of housing and business on the main
corridors in the project will increase walkability and sustain more retail. A mix of building types will allow a variety of incomes and businesses to move into the area.
Encouraging businesses of similar types to congregate in groups, as recommended,
will focus the shopping energy and create districts within the larger neighborhood that
add character.
Central Ave. streetscape should be built following a new design that allows 4 lanes of
traffic, on-street parking, roundabouts, wider sidewalks, and a new centrally located
alameda. This will keep traffic at more reasonable speeds [while maintaining the number of cars the road can carry] which greatly increases the aesthetics and economic
vitality of Central. Other street improvements are offered to help walkability and reduce
speeds throughout the remainder of the neighborhood.
A Park Once district is also recommended to handle parking issues [on-street, parking
courts, and eventually in structures]. Parking ratios are changed to reflect shared-use
and the mixed-use nature of this transit corridor. Landscape changes involve the recreation of major streets into the public realm with alamedas, street trees, and roundabouts as markers on Central. Existing open spaces are to be improved by partnerships between the City and Highland High School, and several new parks are proposed
as well.
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

A Note on Phasing of Projects:
The following is the suggested phasing of projects for the Master Plan:
1. Streetscape - striping
Central Avenue should be striped and signed appropriately in order to allow on street
parking per the street sections shown in this document. This would help to phase the
full streetscape design, familiarizing motorists with the proposed design, help the
pedestrians in the area, and allow crucial parking for many businesses in the corridor.
2. Streetscape
Central Avenue street design should be constructed including sidewalks, roundabouts,
and utilities improvements [as necessary]. City Planning has designated 5 potential
sites in the city for a prototype roundabout, and one of the intersections in this Plan as
is one such potential pilot project. The City’s Rapid Transit Study and its recommended location [Central or Lomas] should be finalized as there are implications on Central
Ave.’s design.

Degraded retail

Sidewalk and traffic problems

Acres of surface parking lots

Degraded Motels

Proposed Mixed-use buildings

Proposed street improvements

3. Catalytic Projects
City or County-owned properties shown in the Catalytic Projects 1 & 2 this plan should
be developed into mixed-use properties by those institutions [with or without partners].
These include the City-owned De Anza Motel and the County-owned Hiland Theater.
4. Private Development [Mixed-use]
Businesses should be encouraged to remodel or develop in the Central Ave. corridor as
suggested by the groupings shown in the Retail section of this report - Nob Hill extension area, Antiques area, Restaurant area, and Neighborhood/Community retail areas.
While specific businesses cannot be required in a given property, developers should take
advantage of creating business types which enhance, profit, or capitalize on similar
types in near proximity. Housing should be included in these developments, to
increase the livability and the economic success of individual properties as well as the
entire district.
Note:a B.I.D. or T.I.F. Association should be set up by business owners to manage marketing and parking as a district and manage common funding solutions. [Business
Improvement District, or Tax Increment Finance Association]

*Footnote:
Those efforts include the following:
a) M.R.A. Plan [Metropolitan Redevelopment Area], September 2002,
Metropolitan Redevelopment Code of the State of New Mexico, Section 3-60A-48
N.M.S.A. 1978 and Albuquerque Ordinance 14-8-4-1-1994. This plan gives strate
gies for the elimination of the blighting conditions found to exist in the project
area [Resolution #R-02-72, Enactment #82--2002] to indentify projects, and to
indicate the means by which redeelopmnet will be carried out, and;
b)Albuquerque Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan, and;
c)Nob Hill Sector Development Plan.

Housing variety
Retail strategies
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INTRODUCTION
DESIGN WORKSHOP PROCESS
The Master Plan was produced through the design workshop process. Residents, business owners, neighborhood associations, land owners, City governments departments, & other interested parties discussed issues over the course of three intensive
days. During this period, the project site, the immediate neighborhood, and the community as a whole were analyzed and evaluated in many terms: environmental, social,
economic, and as importantly, physical. The information gathered served as the base
from which to understand what can [and should] occur in the project site. The results
of the workshop are published in the form of a booklet - a buildable Master Plan. This
booklet is the guiding vision [and eventually the legal document] for people building the
neighborhood’s future.

Tour of the area

Public talks to consultants

Public design workshop

Public design workshop - sharing

Master Plan drawing

Public design workshop

Transit options

Presentation of Master Plan

Focused sessions occurred each day of the event to help identify a design direction.
Numerous smaller sessions with different groups helped build upon the base information while pursuing the larger goal: a master plan for the project site. The workshop process was very open and democratic, and stimulated enthusiasm and ideas,
keeping participants motivated about concrete outcomes. The design team led the
workshop, and included Moule & Polyzoides Architects & Urbanists and their retail
and traffic engineering consultants. Participants’ opinions about street/sidewalk
design, traffic, open space, building types and massing, and desirable businesses were
distilled and drawn in the Master Plan. Enforceable regulations were the end result of
the efforts, and are contained in the Master Plan in the Regulations section.
The first day included 3 major events. First, a retail presentation, with about 50 attendees, laid out current concepts of national and local retail design and their relations to
corridors such as Central Ave.. Second was a walking tour of the site noting opportunities and deficiencies. Two volunteer groups supplemented this tour by providing
results of their audit of the pedestrian environment in the area. Third was the main
event involving over 100 attendees sitting at tables together to discuss issues and offer
design solutions. Each table chose a spokesperson who presented findings to the general audience. A consensus concerning retail desires, street designs, transit, housing,
and building character began to take shape and directly informed the design team.
The second day found the design team distilling the public input into analysis drawings
and plans. Individuals and groups worked with the design team as the plans were
being drawn. Participants’ desires for more pedestrian/bike-friendly streets, transit,
open spaces, and mixed-use buildings and uses were shown on the plans. Consultants
worked with participants and the design team to help ground dreams into buildable
realities.
The third and final day culminated in presentation of the project to a public crowd of
over 100 individuals. The Master Plan shown is the “road map” for potential development in the area and clearly shows what the area could look like within the next 4 to
20 years.
The Master Plan was put into booklet form in the months following the design workshop. Building heights and placement, street designs, transportation, and parking are
given specific standards to be adopted as ordinance by the applicable City Departments
to regulate future construction in the project area. In this way, property owners may
construct or renovate their individual properties as part of an overall plan and strategy
for the area. Owners can be assured that properties near theirs will be developed in an
equitable and complimentary manner.
Note: A design workshop is a shorter version of a Charrette, which normally unfolds
over a 5 to 8 day format.

Postcard to inform the public (front & back)
Courtesy of Nob HIll Higland Renaissance Corp & Susan Freed

INTRODUCTION
PRINCIPLES FOR GREAT STREETS & NEIGHBORHOODS
The Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill workshop was guided by the design team’s New
Urbanist philosophy which espouses the following principles:

1. Pedestrian First
Wide sidewalks
Outdoor dining
Trees & Shade
Pedestrian Lighting
Inviting storefronts - buildings frame the street
Street furniture, signage appropriate to pedestrians

2. Traffic Speeds for Safety & Retail

Pedestrian first

Traffic speeds for safety & retail

Park once and walk

Daily needs in walking distance

Building types & Housing choices

Live above stores & businesses

Slower traffic but higher trip quality and higher capacity/volume
Slower cars = more pedestrians, more business, more housing
Slower traffic = better safety, fewer fatal accidents
Citizen and tourist draw to area if walkable
Bike safety

3. Park Once and Walk
Strategy is to combine On-street, courts, and structures to accommodate cars:
On-street parking - encourages retail, protects pedestrians
Parking courts - 2nd level of easy parking, located behind buildings or at side streets
Parking structures - shared for businesses and new housing, retail liners advantage
Parking structures located every 3 blocks when development filled out
Quality signage/wayfinding a must

4. Daily Needs within Walking Distance
Balanced mix of local, regional & national tenants give neighbors services
Commercial spaces along Central marketed, leased, and managed as a district
Civic buildings at honored locations

5. Building Types & Housing Choices
Vital communities need a mix of types:
Lofts, Live / Work Buildings
Apartments, Condominiums, Townhouses, & Courtyard Housing
Duplexes, Tri-plexes, Quad-plexes
Single Family Detached Houses & Garage apartments

6. Live Above Stores and Businesses
Supports retail and commercial businesses - built-in customer base
Extends day into night = safety & increased business
Eyes on street = safety

7. Beautiful Public Spaces, Constantly Occupied
Great Streets & Roundabouts
Gateways
Plazas & Squares
Pocket Parks
Monuments

8. Quality Transit
Attractive, clean vehicles
Attractive, dignified, well-located stops
Timely, efficient, safe, enjoyable
Proper speeds for pedestrian comfort
On-street parking between transit vehicle and the pedestrian
Mix into slower traffic speeds
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Quality transit
Beautiful public spaces occupied
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INTRODUCTION
CONTEXT & HISTORY
Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill contains an amazing cross-section of our country’s
building history in its structures and streetscapes. At the area’s western edge, Nob Hill
has been, and continues to be, one of the most fashionable shopping and living districts in Albuquerque. An antique district, Hiland Theater, Route 66 motels, and
Highland High School still grace the center of this project area. Recent City-lead initiatives such as the designation of a Metropolitan Redevelopment Area [M.R.A.] and the
purchase of the De Anza Motor Lodge have begun a renewed interest in this area. The
project area’s pivotal location along Central Ave. is unique in that many of
Albuquerque’s main civic institutions lie along this corridor - Old Town, Downtown,
University of New Mexico., Nob Hill Shopping district, the State Fair Grounds, and a
new Asian cultural center.

De Anza Motor Lodge Postcard

Nob Hill Business Center beginnings

Albuquerque’s distinguished urban and architectural history began with the founding
of Old Town in 1706 and was firmly established with the addition of New Town in 1880.
The University was built shortly thereafter on the east edge of New Town. The
1920’s/30’s saw new neighborhoods such as Monte Vista and University Heights growing up on the vast mesa to the east of the University. Citizens of those eras travelled
mostly via foot, streetcar, bus and much more rarely, by automobile.
Route 66, the Mother Road, came to prominence during 1930’s to the 1950’s and was
one of the major routes from the East Coast to the West Coast. As it was aligned with
Central Ave.. through Albuquerque, it stimulated great growth and prosperity along the
corridor. As one traveled east on 66, the character of the city changed from the densely spaced pueblo-style buildings of Old Town, to the brick storefronts Downtown, to the
Victorian-era homes of Huning Highland, and finally to the modern & pueblo-revival
buildings that gave Rt. 66 its unique character . Motor court motels, road-side diners,
gas stations & neon signs reflected our city’s growing dependence on the automobile.

Hiland Theater

Central Ave. storefronts

Rt. 66 Neon signage

Duplexes

Central Ave. looking east

Highland High School

Late in the 1940’s, R. B. Waggoman bought land far east on the mesa and developed
Nob Hill Business Center, one of the first modern shopping centers in the Western
U.S.. This building, and those nearby, while designed for the modern age, still had the
pedestrian foremost in mind. Facades framed the public space of the street. There
were generous sidewalks and parking was placed at the side or rear of the buildings.
Zoning codes coming to the fore during the 1950’s and 60’s, however, created single
use type buildings. The mixing of housing and businesses within one building was
becoming a rarity. With this change, as well as with our increasing use of the auto,
commercial buildings along Central Ave.. began to change and responded by moving
themselves away from the street to provide for large parking lots. The pedestrian environment was mostly forgotten as a public space. The current state of Central Avenue,
along with limited choices in housing, has contributed to the decline of business activity and vitality around the corridor.
The 1980’s brought revitalization of the Nob Hill area. Recently, City-lead redevelopment projects have created new interest in the Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill area.
There are many fine examples of Route 66 roadside and Modern 1950’s character buildings in the project area. The residential parts of the neighborhood also contain existing buildings which have an appropriate scale, density, and detail for a walkable district.
The Metropolitan Redevelopment Area defined these areas and will facilitate desirable
change here. On the next page is a map indicating historic and redevelopment assets
within the Master Plan area [and beyond], courtesy of the Nob Hill Highland
Renaissance Corporation. Properties noted in green or yellow indicate those with a
character worth protecting and enhancing to maintain the character of this area.

Nob Hill

Copper Ave

Central Ave.

San Mateo Blvd

Washington Ave

Morningside Drive

Carlisle Blvd.

Monte Vista-Campus Historic District

Lead
Ave

Coal Ave

Key

Contributing Character - protection desirable, eligible for historic designation
Integral Character renovation desirable

Zuni Road

Undesirable Character total redevelopment desirable
Monte Vista-Campus Historic District
Master Plan Boundary
Historic & Redevelopment Assets Map
0

200

400

Historic Assets Map - courtesy of Nob Hill Highland Renaissance Corporation identifies properties with contributing character, redevelopment opportunities,
and/or nuisance properties.

n

800ft

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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THE MASTER PLAN | ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN
The Master Plan illustrates what the area could look like in 20 years time. Potential
buildings shown represent the design team's interpretation of the interests and intentions of landowners, business owners, residents, potential developers and retailers.
The goal of the Master Plan is the creation of a robust place which is a walkable, mixed
-use district that features great main street shopping and new options for exciting living spaces. It is envisioned as a place that both enlivens the surrounding neighborhood and secures its future.
The most notable feature of the Master plan is the proposed placement of buildings
along streets. Returning to the time-tested patterns seen in Nob Hill and Downtown,
buildings meet the sidewalk again, framing the public space of the streets. The majority of the proposed buildings along Central Ave. are appropriate for smaller shops and
offices with living spaces above. Other lots along Central are shown with larger footprint retail spaces, but their relationship to the streets is similar to the smaller buildings. Parking for the entire district would include a combination of on-street spaces on
Central [to protect pedestrians and encourage retail], on-street and parking courts on
side streets, and on-site parking at the rears of buildings. Some of these patterns are
still visible near Hiland Theater. The Regulating Plan and the Development Code are
the controlling documents for the array of various building placements and parking.
Another notable feature of this plan is the change in character of the major thoroughfare at the heart of the area, Central Avenue. The present design of this road creates a
rift through the project area, and renders null and void any attempt at a pedestrianfriendly and commercially profitable district. Too many lanes of traffic moving much
faster than the posted speed limit, combined with sub-standard sidewalks, creates an
unfriendly environment for people. For vibrant retail and residential, a balance must be
achieved of folks transporting themselves by many modes - by foot, bicycles, car and
by transit - with no one method dominating. A new refined, shared public realm of
Central Ave. [and other roads in the area] ensures the activity and accessibility necessary to sustain retail and office use, while keeping the speed and noise of motorized
transport at low enough levels to allow un-encapsulated humans to happily inhabit the
public realm. Central Avenue becomes a hybrid of a Main Street and a Parkway, with
generous sidewalks and on-street parking supporting the retail on either side.
Proposed roundabouts, along with an Alameda creating a linear park in the center of
the avenue, help connect both sides of Central for the pedestrian. Traffic flows and
amounts of traffic will continue as before, but the character of that flow will change.
The plan will make the streets memorable and pleasant places.

Central Avenue - looking east toward Hiland Theater

Intersections within the traditional grid pattern of Albuquerque are typically thought of
only as places for crossing, either by car or on foot. This plan makes them focal points
(and the defining gateways of the neighborhood) by creating modern roundabouts.
This is essentially free space within the public realm, because the roundabout can handle the traffic flow admirably, while the space in the center of the intersection becomes
available for visual delight. While not quite parks in the usual sense, these ovals and
circles allow the placement of fountains, trees and monuments to give legibility to the
civic character of the this unique neighborhood. Crossing for bicycles and pedestrians
at such roundabouts is proven to be safer than traditional lighted intersections. These
character and safety improvements will help re-connect the 2 sides of Central Ave. for
shoppers and neighbors. Smaller roundabouts [circlets] near Highland High School
will help pedestrians there by controlling traffic speeds.
Central Avenue - looking West towards Washington St. and the De Anza Motel
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Catalytic Project 1 Hiland Theater Area, focuses on Central Ave. around the Theater.
Catalytic Project 2 De Anza Motor Lodge Area, focuses on Central near the motel See following pages for detailed information on the catalytic projects.
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2 catalytic projects indicated here suggest a phasing strategy for the Master Plan.
First, there is a focus on building the streetscape along Central Ave. followed by Cityled initiatives such as redevelopment of the De Anza Lodge and the Hiland Theater.
These projects would set the proper tone of mixed-use for Central-Highland-Upper Nob
Hill. The ideas illustrated in these two projects can, clearly, be applied to other situations (where appropriate) within the Master Plan. While they are illustrative and not
actual projects, they represent the significant input of many parties with the ability to
produce and support such projects. It is hoped that this degree of design at the level
of the Master Plan will encourage development of the proper sort and renew the corridor of Central Ave. and the surrounding neighborhoods.
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THE MASTER PLAN | CATALYTIC PROJECT 1
HILAND THEATER AREA
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Note: Catalytic Projects 1 and 2, along with the street improvements along Central Ave., are the
suggested first phases of construction to help spur further development. These 2 project illustrate, at a finer scale than the Illustrative Master Plan, the possibilities and potential that the
Master Plan will allow to be built in the next 2 to 15 years.

Parking is provided on-street along Central, and at all side streets in the form of parallel and head-in parking. Additional parking is located to the rears of buildings. Existing
parking courts at the fronts of some buildings remain. In front of the Hiland Theater,
for example, the parking courts create a more open section of the corridor, creating a
sense of arrival and place, and preserving a dramatic view of the Hiland Theater.
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The pedestrian environment will be improved dramatically, which will encourage walking, biking, and retail shopping in the area. Traffic is calmed by the proposed on-street
parking, central alameda [median], roundabouts, and enlarged sidewalks. Proper lighting, landscape, & street furniture would also encourage walking.
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Buildings proposed would include 2nd and 3rd floors for new construction or addition
to existing single story buildings. Mixed uses such as office, live/work, lofts, apartments, etc. would add to the potential for ground floor retail. Lofts and townhomes are
shown along Silver Ave. People living in the new structures support the retail created,
provide security by providing eyes on the street, and add vitality to the area. The scale
and placement of the buildings frames the street, creating a humanely-scaled, memorable place.
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Catalytic Project 1 illustrates the improvements of the streetscape along Central Ave.
and potential building around the Hiland Theater [County-owned]. Currently, zoning
in the area does not encourage a mix of uses, which has relegated it to single-use types
of commercial buildings used only during daylight hours. Residential uses on the corridor, or just off of it, is mostly non-existent. The hope would be to allow for several different uses in the area, including housing and small retail or live/work that would enliven the neighborhood at all hours of the day and evening.

Catalytic Area 1 - Axonometric

Type

Area

Dwellings

Parking

Retail
Live/work
Lofts
Apartments
or Townhouses

237,650 s.f.
70,425 s.f.
180,000 s.f.

n/a
47
120

595
82
210

172,125 s.f.

172

301

total

660,200 s.f.

339

1,188

MONROE STREET

Development Potential

CENTRAL
AVENUE

HILAND
THEATER

SILVER AVENUE

Note: Existing construction this area is approximately 295,oo0 s.f., all retail, with no
designated housing along the Central Corridor.

n
Catalytic Area 1 - Plan

Retail space with Lofts above
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Hiland Theater - parking court and potential office or residential above retail space
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THE MASTER PLAN | CATALYTIC PROJECT 2
DE ANZA MOTEL AREA
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The De Anza Motel has been converted into a mixed-use building with a Visitor’s
Center, a cafe, and a Community Meeting Room that could preserve the public use of
the building. Motel rooms have been remodeled [and added to] for apartments, lofts
or townhomes. Parking along Graceland would provide adequate parking for the retail
functions as well as for tour buses or R.V.’s visiting the new corridor. The Motel as easily could be converted to a boutique motel. A mid-sized retail anchor is shown to the
east of the De Anza, and additional floors of flex space have been added above. To the
north of this building, Courtyard type residences are shown. These help buffer the corridor development down to the single family neighborhood to the north across Copper
Ave. Buildings on the south side of Central Ave. include 2 and 3 story buildings of new
construction. Mixed uses such as office, live/work, lofts, apartments, etc. would add
to the potential for ground floor retail. Lofts and townhomes are shown along Silver
Ave.
As with Catalytic Project 1, the pedestrian environment will be improved dramatically.
Parking is provided on-street along Central, and at all side streets in the form of parallel and head-in parking. Additional parking is located to the rears of buildings. At an
appropriate level of development, parking courts could be easily converted to 2 story
parking structures.
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Catalytic Project 2 illustrates the potential for building along Central Avenue around the
De Anza Motel. As with Catalytic Project 1, current zoning in the area does not encourage a mix of uses, which has relegated it to single-use types of commercial buildings
used only during daylight hours. Residential uses on the corridor, or just off of it, is
mostly non-existent. The hope would be to allow for several different uses in the area,
including housing and small retail or live/work that would enliven the neighborhood
at all hours of the day and evening.
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Note: Catalytic Projects 1 and 2, along with the street improvements along Central Ave., are the
suggested first phases of construction to help spur further development. These 2 project illustrate, at a finer scale than the Illustrative Master Plan, the possibilities and potential that the
Master Plan will allow to be built in the next 2 to 15 years.
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Catalytic Area 2 - Axonometric

Type

Area

Dwellings

Parking

Retail
Live/work
Apartments
Townhouses

107,700 s.f.
63,900 s.f.
127,750 s.f.
63,850 s.f.

n/a
43
128
42

270
76
224
74

total

363,200 s.f.

213

644

Note: Existing construction this area is 112,100 s.f., all retail, with no designated housing along the Central Corridor.

WASHINGTON ST.

Development Potential

CENTRAL
AVENUE

Catalytic Area 2 - Plan

Mixed-use buildings with retail and living spaces in multi-story configuations
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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De Anza Motel & new mixed-use buildings along an improved Central Avenue
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PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS

The focus of Great Streets design is on elevating the needs of pedestrians and cyclists
to a state of equality to other modes of transportation within the right-of-ways of residential and commercial streets. This will balance the current state of affairs of autodominant design. Walking and shopping opportunities increase, adding greatly to the
livability and economic vitality of a place. All these elements combine to create a much
higher trip quality for citizens and visitors. Visitors, workers and residents may arrive
at various destinations within the corridors in wheeled vehicles, but at some point they
eventually enter the realm of the pedestrian, who moves at no more than four miles per
hour. And as pedestrians, they need to circulate safely and conveniently to wherever
they chose to direct themselves.
Central Avenue will become an elegant new avenue. Proposed are a series of roundabouts which will replace signalized intersections. These are safer than signalized
intersections, allow smoother movement thru the corridor [at calmer speeds], and provide a place for great public art. Thus, the sense of place will be greatly enhanced on
this stretch of Central. A central alameda, or median, is proposed to allow for landscape and a walkway [and to accommodate a potential future light rail system]. The
6 lanes of traffic on Central will be reduced to 4 lanes in order to allow for on-street
parking. It should be pointed out that Central will still carry the same amount of traffic in a much smoother, reduced-speed manner. It is essential to narrow Central to
match its section through Nob Hill for safety and for commerce. All over America,
excessively wide streets are killing pedestrians [see also “Motor Vehicle Accident
Reconstruction and Cause Analysis” by Rudolph Limpert]. If we can slow down cars in
our corridor to 30 mph or less, a car can react and come to complete stop well before
hitting a pedestrian. Even if the person is hit at 20 mph, the person, although injured,
will have a 90 percent chance of surviving [see appendix]. It is worth the effort to
design our neighborhood streets to slow traffic, maintain traffic capacity, save lives, and
increase business and social commerce .
Building placement will define Central Ave. as a corridor and public space. The most
effective relationship of building enclosure is a building separation to height ratio of 1:1
[see photos this page upper right], but can be up to 3:1, and 4:1 for boulevards and
plazas [see photo this page lower right]. Studies of building enclosure and car speed
indicate that there is a reduction in average speeds with the enclosure ratios stated
here.
There exist a number of street types in the area that form a grid system bisected by
Central Avenue. The proposed design is geared toward walkable, mixed-use urbanism.
The success of a walkable environment is largely based on the design of its public
space - in this case, streets, which compose most of the public realm. There are several essential elements in this design:
1. Pedestrian crossing times - are kept to a minimum, 19 seconds max.. This is
achieved at Central, for example, with four 12 foot wide lanes.
2. Vehicle speeds - 30 mph on main streets, 20 mph at side streets.
3. Pedestrian comfort - they should be protected from autos & the elements.
4. Street definition - buildings should define street edges.
5. Pedestrians, bicyclists - should be accommodated, along with handicapable.
6. Transit - should be included in thoroughfare planning, be it bus or light rail.
7. Parking - standards for parking should be reduced to reflect mixed use area.
8. Central Ave. - as the main artery, it need special attention.
Central Avenue’s capacity to handle traffic will be maintained and enhanced, and nearby roads will not be affected adversely by the new design. This is particularly true for

Lead and Coal, whose one-way design and fast speeds represent a cohesion issue with
neighborhoods to the south of the project area. Though not in our project scope, suggestions for slowing traffic speeds on those roads include approaches such as on-street
parking, bulb-0uts at corners, and 2 way traffic.
Pedestrian crossing times and vehicle speeds will be controlled by width and layout of
the streets. Existing streets in the area are too wide. Slow and yield streets are suggested. Vehicle speeds will be kept at the suggested rates mentioned above in item 2.
by implementing these street designs. [Street Sections follow on the next pages.] A
slow street allows free movement of autos, but encourages slower speeds because of
parking allowed on both sides of the street in a 30 to 34’ wide street. Parking is a combination of parallel and head-in diagonal. Bulb-outs and mid-block chokers would be
included. Buildings along such streets would be mixed-use, retail and higher density
residential uses. A yield street is narrower and has one auto yield to another as they
pass. Parking is parallel on both sides of the street in a 26 to 28’ wide street. These
types are suitable for attached residential and mixed-use, and the 26’ wide more suitable for single family homes generally.
Pedestrian comfort and safety is addressed through design as well. Street trees will
occur on the Central Ave. alameda [median] and at side streets. The trees cool the surface of the pavement, help reduce the toxicity of vehicle emissions, help reduce storm
water runoff, and by their vertical presence along roads, slow down drivers. Awnings,
arcades, and other architectural elements should occur on facades at Central Ave. sidewalks in the absence of trees. Bicyclists and the handicapable should be accommodated by the streets and sidewalk designs. Because street speeds will be reduced by
design, dedicated bicycle lanes are not needed. Bicyclist uncomfortable with Central
Ave. can easily take Copper or Silver as well, which are much more residential in usage.
Roundabouts at key intersections allow bike and car traffic to mix at safe speeds, as well
as allowing easier crossing of Central by pedestrians. Bike racks should be included in
the street furniture along Central Ave.. Sidewalks should be widened as shown, again
for safety and to avoid collision with power poles [currently blocking safe passage].
Excessive curb heights [greater than 6”] should be lowered to allow proper handicapped accessible ramps at sidewalk corners, and corner radii should be reduced.
Pedestrian crossings should be greatly improved with the roundabouts on Central, and
better markings at all other intersections. The improvements will increase safety and
retail sales, and are relatively inexpensive to construct.

Wide sidewalks enable many uses

Well-defined street space with terminus

Building separation to height ratios of 1:1

Transit is accommodated in the design by locating local bus stops at corners connected to the roundabouts. This will increase safety of cars navigating around stopped
buses, and increase the ease and safety of pedestrians crossing Central Ave.. Future
transit projects, such as Bus Rapid Transit and possible Light Rail have also been
accommodated - there are stops for the Bus Rapid Transit at San Mateo and Carlisle
intersections with Central at the ends of the project area. The Central Ave. Alameda
could house the future Light Rail if the City chose to put that project on Central. [An
alternative location for the Light Rail is also being considered by the City on Lomas
Blvd.]
Parking is handled by a combination of on-street parking, side street parking areas, and
parking courts to the rears of buildings. Parking count requirements must be reduced
to reflect the historically-supported demand for mixed-use in traditional urbanism. For
healthy commerce, retail stores needs parallel parking at the fronts of buildings, especially along Central Ave.. On-street parking protects pedestrians as well as encouraging retail. Read more in the “Park Once Section” of this document.

Building to height ratio of 3:1, & uses continuing into evening for safety & vibrancy
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Great Streets Plan
Note: Building outlines shown are existing buildings.
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PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
CENTRAL AVENUE | OPTION A - ALAMEDA*

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Free / 30 mph
CROSSING TIME ................19 seconds
ROW WIDTH ...................... varies, 96’ min.
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 4 at 10’ each
PARKING ............................ Both sides
CURB TYPE ........................ vertical
CURB RADIUS ................... 5’ typical, with bulbouts
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ varies, 11’ min.
PLANTER WIDTH .............. varies
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

CENTRA
L AVE
LEAD AVE

ALAMEDA

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

* NOTE: Transit is mixed in traffic lanes.

COAL AVE

ZUNI AVE

min.

min.

PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
CENTRAL AVENUE | OPTION B - TRANSIT*

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Free / 30 mph
CROSSING TIME ................17 seconds
ROW WIDTH ...................... varies, 96’ min.
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 4 at 10’ each
PARKING ............................ Both sides
CURB TYPE ........................ vertical
CURB RADIUS ................... 5’ typical, with bulbouts
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ varies, 11’ min.
PLANTER WIDTH .............. varies
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

CENTRA
L AVE
LEAD AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

*NOTE: Transit is in dedicated R.O.W. in centrally located median.

COAL AVE
ZUNI AVE

min.,
varies

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

min.
varies
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PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
CENTRAL AVENUE AT HILAND - BOULEVARD

CENTRA
L AVE
LEAD AVE

COAL AVE
ZUNI AVE

ALAMEDA

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Free / 30 mph
CROSSING TIME ................17 seconds
ROW WIDTH ...................... 150’
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 6 at 10’ each
PARKING ............................ Both sides
CURB TYPE ........................ vertical
CURB RADIUS ................... 5’ typical, with bulbouts
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ 7’
PLANTER WIDTH .............. 7’ medians
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

WASHINGTON STREET

PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
CENTRAL-WASHINGTON ROUNDABOUT

DE ANZA
MOTOR LODGE
STRUCTURE

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Slow / 20 mph
CROSSING TIME ................21 seconds on Central, 16 seconds on Washington
ROW WIDTH ...................... 98’ @ Central, 70’ @ Washington
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 12’ each: 2 in approaching lanes, 1 elsewhere
PARKING ............................ None
CURB TYPE ........................ Roll-over at center, vertical option
CURB RADIUS ................... varies
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ varies, 6’ min.
PLANTER WIDTH .............. varies
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD
BUSINESSES

MONUMENT

CENTRAL AVENUE

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

CENTRA
L AVE
LEAD AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

Note: advantages of the roundabout include smoother traffic flow at intersections with
no wait times, increased capacity to handle traffic, easier and saferpedestrian crossings, and increased aesthetic appeal.
SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD
BUSINESSES

SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD
BUSINESSES

COAL AVE
ZUNI AVE

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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SAN MATEO BOULEVARD

PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
CENTRAL-SAN MATEO ROUNDABOUT

BANK OF THE WEST
TOWER

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Slow / 20 mph
CROSSING TIME ................22 seconds on Central & San Mateo
ROW WIDTH ...................... 100’ @ Central, 140’ @ San Mateo
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 12’ each: 3 in approaching lanes, 2 elsewhere
PARKING ............................ None
CURB TYPE ........................ Roll-over at center, vertical option
CURB RADIUS ................... varies
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ varies
PLANTER WIDTH .............. varies
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

CIVIC ART SPACE

Note: advantages of the roundabout include smoother traffic flow at intersections with
no wait times, increased capacity to handle traffic, easier and saferpedestrian crossings,
and increased aesthetic appeal.

CENTRA
L AVE
GAS STATION

LEAD AVE

COAL AVE
ZUNI AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

CENTRAL AVENUE

PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
SLOW STREETS - MIXED-USE

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Slow / 20 mph
CROSSING TIME ................6 seconds
ROW WIDTH ...................... 54’-62’
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 2 at 10’ each
PARKING ............................ Both sides
CURB TYPE ........................ vertical
CURB RADIUS ................... 5’ typical, with bulbouts
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ 10’ with planter
PLANTER WIDTH .............. 10’ with sidewalk
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

CENTRA
L AVE
LEAD AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

NOTE: On-street parking can be parallel, diagonal, head-on styles in a variety of
arrangements. For example, Monroe Street from Copper to Silver avenues has diagonal parking on the west side and parallel parking on the east side.

COAL AVE
ZUNI AVE

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
SLOW STREETS - MIXED-USE

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

CENTRA
L AVE
LEAD AVE

COAL AVE
ZUNI AVE

SAN MATEO BLVD

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Slow / 20 mph
CROSSING TIME ................5 seconds
ROW WIDTH ...................... 56’
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 2 at 9’ each
PARKING ............................ Both sides
CURB TYPE ........................ vertical
CURB RADIUS ................... 5’ typical, with bulbouts
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ 12’ with planter
PLANTER WIDTH .............. 12’ with sidewalk
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

PLAN COMPONENTS | GREAT STREETS
SLOW & YIELD STREETS - RESIDENTIAL

Slow Street

Yield Street

CARLISLE BLVD

COPPER AVE

CENTRA
L AVE

LEAD AVE

COAL AVE

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

SAN MATEO BLVD

MOVEMENT / SPEED ........ Slow & Yield/ 20 mph
CROSSING TIME ................4 seconds
ROW WIDTH ...................... 52’ slow, 48-50’ yield
TRAFFIC LANES ................. 2 at 8’ each slow, 1 at 12-14’ yield
PARKING ............................ Both sides
CURB TYPE ........................ vertical
CURB RADIUS ................... 5’ typical, with bulbouts
SIDEWALK WIDTH ............ 11’ with planter
PLANTER WIDTH .............. 11’ with sidewalk
PLANTER TYPE .................. tree grates
PLANTING ......................... varies

ZUNI AVE

Moule & Polyzoides Architects and Urbanists
June, 2004
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PLAN COMPONENTS | PARK ONCE & WALK
Fundamental to the successful revitalization of Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill is the
concept of Park Once & Walk. The typical suburban, sequential pattern of "shop and
park" requires two movements and a parking space to be dedicated for each visit to a
shop, office, or civic institution, requiring six movements and three parking spaces for
three tasks. By contrast, the compactness and mixed-use nature of Main Streets lends
itself to moving twice, parking just once, and completing multiple daily tasks on foot.
The savings in daily trips and parking spaces required in a Park Once setting are very
significant. Studies indicate that the requirement for parking in such a mature mixeduse district at 2.5 cars per 1000 square feet of average use is almost half that of suburban multi-park development. Daily trips can be reduced by as much as a third. But
most importantly, the transformation of drivers into walkers is the immediate generator of pedestrian life: crowds of people that animate public life in the streets and generate the patrons of street friendly retail businesses. It is this "scene" created by pedestrians in appropriate numbers that provides the energy and attraction to sustain a thriving Main Street environment.
This is a fact of crucial importance to the project area because the surrounding neighborhoods have a large enough population to generate a vital, pedestrian, mixed-use
Main Street. Providing too much parking generates retail boxes surrounded by cars,
and sets up the "shop and park" pattern typical of suburban sprawl. This would be a
mistake in Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill. Providing average needs for parking in
central locations generates more pedestrian traffic accompanied by less vehicular congestion.
Parking will be provided through a combination of on-street, side street parking courts,
and rear lot parking courts which could become 2 story parking structures if the development becomes dense enough. If the structures are built, they shall be wrapped
with shops and lofts or apartments. On-street parking is of primary importance for
ground-level retail to succeed. As short-term parking that is strictly regulated, on-street
parking creates rapid turnover and gives the motorist a reason to stop on a whim,
adding to the retailers' profits. This "teaser" parking is located on Central Ave. as well
both sides of nearly every street in the Master Plan. These areas offer significant parking before cars enter the neighborhoods. Private parking for housing is accommodated in parking courts in the case of townhouses, and in parking courts and garages for
courtyard housing & lofts above flex type housing. The live/work units would likely have
small surface lots in the interior of the blocks, with on-street parking for residents and
guests.
Parking [commercial] should be managed as a district by the businesses in the area.
This provides economic advantages in shared parking strategies and partnerships for
building parking courts and/or garages. Individual business owners benefit from these
partnerships, and benefit as well from allowing on-street parking to count towards their
parking requirements. Other cities create parking districts through such methods as
Business Improvement Districts [BID] or a business association that handles other
management issues in the area. The diagram on the next page indicates possible locations for shared-use courts or structures.
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Residential or live/work unit with 1 bathroom:
Residential or live/work unit with 2-3 bathrooms:
Commercial or retail per 1000 s.f.:
Restaurants, per each 4 seats:
Hotels, per each room:

WASHINGTON ST

Parking Ratios:

Parking Counts:
Parking need - proposed development:
Less 35% discount per note below*:
Less on-street parking available along streets:

11,908 parking spaces
[- 4,167]
[- 4,896]

Total On-site Parking required:

2,845 parking spaces

* based on current City standards less 25% discount for mixed-use corridor, and less
10% discount for high capacity transit corridor. On street parking counts toward overall district parking needs.

Park Once Plan - potential parking courts [which could grow to structures
in the future] shown as shaded & numbered blocks with 500‘ walking radii
- the distance patrons are willing to walk [approx. 2.5 minutes].
n
0

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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PLAN COMPONENTS | LANDSCAPE
The character of the landscape design for the project is unique in that it encompasses
a very urban core and feathers out to small neighborhood parks. The Central Ave. corridor becomes the main public space inhabited by folks on foot, bike, and car. The
roads, centrally located alameda, and sidewalks are designed as a connected entity to
create a sense of place. Parking courts are semi-public areas which could be designed
for double-duty. Open play fields and parks are located off the corridor in the more residential areas. Water-conserving features are considered in all areas.

Streetscape & Parking Courts:
The Central Avenue corridor is envisioned as an Alameda using the medians as a linear park. Warm-tone crushed stone, bollards, and xeric trees will create a pedestrian
walkway and urban place in the median. The shade and street furniture there will also
invite occasional fairs or exhibitions to take place there. Along the streets, sidewalk
areas will be wide (minimum 7 to 11 feet) and shade will be provided using building
portals, canopies, and awnings. Sidewalk plantings will be kept simple to minimize
maintenance and will be located near building entry courtyards only to utilize water harvested from adjacent rooftops. There will be no trees along much of the sidewalk to
increase retail visibility. In all, the character of the landscape will speak of the sense of
culture and climate specific to Albuquerque.
Roundabouts will be built at 4 locations along Central Avenue. Sculptural elements
such as artistic sculptures, and rock features, etc. will be placed in the roundabouts.
These punctuation points announce the 4 different characters of the district as you
travel through it, and they give a focus for terminated vistas. A textured area of brick,
stamped or colored concrete, or other material will be constructed at the perimeter of
each roundabout. All crosswalks in the Central Avenue corridor will be textured using
stamped concrete, brick, or concrete pavers or simply striped.
Parking courts are located to the rears of the buildings. These areas can be treated
as landscaped courts that one parks on, or uses for other purposes when not being
utilized. Trees planted in the courts form shaded canopies which create a more intimate orchard-like setting. Water harvested from rooftops will be used to supplement
irrigation to the trees. In the outlying residential neighborhoods, we suggest implementing a street tree program with design guidelines which can be instituted by
homeowners.

Other Open Spaces:
In addition to the now pedestrian-friendly streets, neighborhood parks have been created off of the Central Ave. corridor. North of Central, the property around the Senior
Citizen’s Center has been turned into a large park, and parking for cars is moved to
head-in parking on the streets surrounding the property. South of Central, the existing miniature golf property has also been converted into a large field. Existing soccer
and baseball fields at Highland High have been turned into shared-use playing fields.
Housing surrounding the existing sunken soccer field provide “eyes on the street”
creating a secure play area. The existing Morningside Park is maintained as is, but as
with the soccer park, the addition of townhomes overlooking the park increases security in a substantial way.
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Structural soils are employed under sidewalks to prevent compaction, provide stability,
and allow for root growth. Organic material is a part of these soils to allow for nutrient release and water filtration to assist plant growth. Local gravel pits carry appropriate mixes of gravels for this.
Permeable pavements such as brick or pavers can be used to allow for water infiltration
that provides irrigation to plant roots, recharges underground aquifers, and prevents
useable water from being directed off-site.
Other concepts include using adapted and native plants to conserve water and ensure
better plant adaptability to the arid region, & using local materials to reduce transportation costs and related environmental damage and to complement the native landscape.
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Water harvesting from rooftops is an excellent way to supplement irrigation to parkway
trees and building courtyard plantings. Collection of rainwater from rooftops should
be routed to trees and plantings to supplement irrigation and reduce the consumption
of groundwater. Collection of water from streets can be routed to medians through
slotted curbs and culverts to supplement irrigation to trees and plantings. This system
can also be employed in roundabouts through the use of slotted curbs.
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Water Conservation Concepts:
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PLAN COMPONENTS | RETAIL STRATEGY

Summary
Located between Albuquerque's trendy Nob Hill district and a recently expanded super
Wal-mart, the Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill area is ripe for a significant amount of
new retail development. Both Nob Hill and Wal-Mart attract a wide range of shoppers
to the area on a regular basis and could serve as necessary anchors to numerous
restaurants, neighborhood services and community retail. This study estimates that up
to 300,000-400,000 of new retail and restaurant development could be supported
along Central Avenue between Carlisle and San Mateo Boulevard.

General Retail Plan
Presently, Central Avenue has a tired and dated appearance that does not reflect its surrounding renovated neighborhoods. The study area's near mile length is totally lined
with older commercial uses that tend to blend together. Clustering of similar retail
types between residential or residential-scaled projects will help to create a series of
smaller-scaled commercial groupings that will help to establish identifiable places and
to reinforce the brand of the Nob Hill area:

Specialty designer anchor stores such as DSW Shoes and Media Play are ideal
community type retailers for the est end of Central near the Super Wal-Mart .

Nob Hill & Antiques - nearby Nob Hill is bursting at the seams with lively
restaurants and creative specialty home stores. Gibbs Planning Group recommends that the Nob Hill district be expanded east two blocks to the edge
of the existing antiques district. These new retailers could include: theme
restaurants, home furnishings and apparel stores. The expanded Nob Hill
shops will help to reinforce the antiques district and to promote cross-shopping in the
area.
Restaurants - A grouping of major regional or national theme restaurants
located near Central and Sierra could anchor the antiques district, help to pull
pedestrians from Nob Hill and reinforce existing restaurants and clubs in the area.

The form of new retail should include different scales of buildings, and should
include flex space above it for uses such as office or housing

Neighborhood Retail - businesses appropriate in this area could include services which residents utilize on a more frequent basis such as dry cleaners,
small food stores [farmer’s markets, bakeries, etc.], coffee shops, gas stations, video
rental stores, etc..
Community Retail - The recently expanded Super Wal-Mart is one of the area's
largest draws and could help to support numerous additional community level
retailers. These community stores will range from 25,000 s.f.-50,000 s.f. and are suitable for many of the older hotels located along the eastern end of Central. In addition,
these community stores will help to reduce the large amounts of retail sales that are
presently leaving the area. Community retailers that are supportable in the east Central
area include: hardware stores, renovation-oriented stores, sporting goods, office supply, apparel discount department stores, book sellers, home furnishings, electronics,
etc.
Existing motels on the Central Ave. contribute much character to Route 66 corridor and
they should be redeveloped where possible. Opportunities for re-use include upgraded motel rooms, boutique hotels, and housing and community retail [see previous
paragraph.].

Mixed-use building form appropriate for larger properties
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Next Steps

Along with these physical organizing elements, it is suggested that the retailers along
Central organize or agree to general principles to create a unique shopping district.
These general principles include clear, single pane glazing for shop fronts, signage perpendicular to the street, similar operating hours [that should extend into the evening],
and simplified displays in shop front windows. Business Improvement District [BID]
or business associations are some means of organizing business owners in the area to
manage such issues, as well as parking districts [see Park Once section].
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Retailers in the area will be well served by the Master Plan’s organizing influence. Retail
in general will be improved based on the proposed designs for the public realms of the
street, sidewalks, and parking. Grouping the retail types as outlined in the General
Retail plan will help produce a great impact for individual businesses, as well as for the
district and city as a whole. The regulations section of this Master Plan will help ensure
that properties develop in similar types and scales, giving a cohesive feeling to the district. Doubts about what might occur next to any given property will be, therefore, minimized.
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One of the most unusual aspects of the Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill area is the
major renovation and upgrading that is taking place in the surrounding neighborhoods. Driving along Central is mis-leading, as the commercial re-development is lagging behind the residential. Over 50,000 persons live with-in the surrounding neighborhoods. These house holds have high education levels and incomes median
incomes averaging over $60,000. These residents are prime shoppers for Nob Hill's
unique shops, restaurants as well as Wal-Mart. These residents are also significantly
under-serviced for a full range of retail services including: groceries, restaurants, home
furnishings and community box type retailers.

CARLISLE BLVD

Demographics

RESIDENTIAL

General Retail Plan - Central Ave. should be broken into smaller commercial grouping that reinforce the adjacent Nob Hill and Walmart Super Center as well as the surrounding neighborhoods. Clustering antiques, restaurants, and neighborhood retail will help to
promote cross-shopping between various districts and to relieve the Avenue’s bland and dated character.

28,000 pop.

3,500 pop.

$76,000
19,000 pop.

2.56 mile

32,000 pop.
19,000 pop.

3,000 pop.
1,000 pop.

33,000 pop.

Demographics - the project area is surrounded with over 50,000 persons - a
great thing for vital retail district.
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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PLAN COMPONENTS | AFFORDABLE HOUSING
STRATEGY
Traditional neighborhoods have always been defined as having a variety of housing
types, numerous workplaces, adequate shopping, facilities for civic, religious, educational, and recreational life, all on a network of smaller, attractive streets, within a walkable area of limited size, one that is well-served by transit as well as the car.
Fundamental to the diversity of a traditional neighborhood are housing and workplaces
that are affordable for people of diverse incomes and at different stages of their life.
Affordability is at the heart of the Master Plan, both in terms of an affordable lifestyle
where most of life's daily needs may be met within walking distance - providing the possibility of lower car and transportation costs to working people - as well as in terms of
individual buildings.
Affordable housing and workplaces should have the following characteristics:
1. Building type should be indistinguishable from market rate housing or workplaces.
2. They should be provided in a variety of building types.
3. They should be provided in smaller increments.
4. They should be mixed with market rate housing and workplaces.

Carriage houses provide excellent affordability

Duplex, tri-plex, or quad-plexes

Row houses

Apartments & Live/work type units

Courtyard apartments

Manufactured or Pre-fabricated units

The Master Plan enables and encourages the development of affordable housing and
workplaces. While there are many affordability programs at both the private and public levels, we believe two are particularly worthy of note here:
1. The Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program (LIHTC), administered by
the New Mexico Mortgage Finance Authority (www.housingnm.org). The LIHTC program has been in existence since 1986, as an incentive for developers to invest in the
construction or rehabilitation of affordable rental housing. The Tax Credit provides the
developer with a dollar-for-dollar reduction in personal or corporate income tax liability for a 10 year period, for projects meeting the Program's requirements. Those
requirements generally involve making the housing available to residents making 60%
or less of area median household income. LIHTC projects can, and are, successfully
mixing market rate housing with the affordable housing.
2. Family Housing Development Program, City of Albuquerque (www.cabq.gov/family/fhdp.html) offers incentives that would encourage homebuilders to build houses
that families whose incomes are 80% or below median income could afford to buy. For
a family of four in 2004, that annual income is about $43,350. The housing is a combination of affordable and market rate homes, built with standards that meet the quality and design standards of the surrounding community. The affordable housing shall
be indistinguishable from the market rate housing in the subdivision. Incentives from
the City include a 20% Density bonus, Design fee rebates [100% for infill areas],
Building Permit fee rebates, and fast tracking thru some review processes.
3. The Downtown Albuquerque Civic Trust (www.AbqCivicTrust.org) stresses that the
availability of convenient, affordable housing, and diverse commercial and arts spaces
has been shown to be critical to the viability and sustainability of the community.
Unfortunately, efforts that are making Downtowns more attractive, including
Albuquerque, may ultimately make them less accessible to all but the affluent. The goal
of the Albuquerque Civic Trust is to ameliorate these effects and sustain an urban center that is livable and affordable for all. Financing packages and other incentives are
offered by the Trust. While this program is specific to downtown, it is suggested that
the Trust be extended up the corridor of Central Ave., or a new similar chapter be started for Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill.
Note: housing types are shown on the opposite side of this page.
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IMPLEMENTATION | REGULATING PLAN
The Regulating Plan is the controlling document for the architectural disposition of all
projects throughout the Central-Highland-Upper Nob Hill District. It is a drawing that
delineates the corridor of Central, and the streets that adjoin it. For each of them, the
plan describes the form and location of streets, blocks and buildings, and assigns
appropriate building categories [with regulations for each] .
HOW TO USE THE REGULATIONS:
1. Development Category - find the property & its development category [map pg. 32].
2. Development Category description - read the development or building category
description appropriate to particular property [pg. 31].
3. Development Implementation Process matrix - read the development category’s
review process [pg. 32] and follow the review boards’ processes.
4. Urban Regulations - find the code/regulation page as indicated @ Implementation
Process Matrix [pg. 32]. Follow regulation’s standards for setbacks, heights,
encroachments, frontages, parking, landscape, materials, etc..
Frontage type description is noted by page number on each urban regulation page.

Corridor General

Development Category:
Corridor General
Corridor General includes those areas that are appropriate for new development along commercial & retail oriented streets. The setback, heights,
massing, encroachments, and parking arrangements would be appropriate
to new, vibrant mixed-use buildings.

Street General
Street General allows for new development of an intensity that is more residentially oriented.

Parks & Open Space
The category Parks & Open Space allow for new landscaping for plazas,
parks, and open space areas accessible to the public. The landscape should
be distinct from the existing and proposed prototypical standards currently
being developed by the City Municipal Development Department. The landscape design should reflect the more urban character of this area in its programming, detailing, and planting intensity.

Street General

Streets & Public Realm
Streets make up the public realm and are a crucial part of the Master Plan
design. They are subject to design review by those agencies listed on the
implementation matrix [next page]. Parking strategies, related to streets, are
not regulated but suggested [see Plan Components: Park Once and Walk,
this document].

Parks & Open Space

NOB HILL SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN ***
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Development Category

Corridor General
pg. 33
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**
Parks/Open Space

Streets
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NOB HILL SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN ***
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* Administrative review - Planning Director shall review development projects per
adherence to the Regulations in this Master Plan and, upon approval, allow applicant
to apply for Building Permit.
* * Public Projects: Review by Public Works, Traffic, & other applicable City
Agencies. Streetscape & Landscape Regulations should be distinct from the existing
and proposed prototypical standards currently being developed by the City Municipal
Development Department. New designs should reflect the more urban character of
this area in its programming, detailing, and planting intensity. Issues such as street
furniture, signage, public lighting design to be covered in the zoning language.

ZUNI AVE

Corridor General
Street General

*** Height restrictions apply - see Urban Regulation Corridor General, Height notation on following pages.
D.R.B. - Design Review Board
E.P.C. - Environmental Planning Commission

Parks & Open Space
Streets & Sidewalks
Regulating Plan
0
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DEVELOPMENT CODE | URBAN REGULATIONS
CORRIDOR GENERAL

B. OPENINGS
1. Proportions - vertical
2. Horizontal openings may occur if vertical mullions provided at exterior side of door
or window.
3. Glazing shall be clear, non-tinted, non-reflective. Public spaces @ grade shall have
single pane glass at eye level. Ground floor building frontage shall be designed with
40%-90% of the building frontage length glazed, with the window sill no higher than
30”[inches].
4. Placement - openings shall occur along public street facades @ 30’ [feet]o.c. min.,
openings to be 3’ [feet] wide min..
5. Entrance- each ground floor use shall have 1 entrance min. for each 30’ [feet] or
less of building frontage length.
C. MISC.
1. Rooftop mechanical units shall be set back from roof edges. Units visible from public streets and/or homes shall be shielded from view with metal screens or parapet
walls of wall materials listed above @ WALLS.
2. Articulation - building facade at front and side street shall change each 50’ min. in
height, or setback, or material.
3. Property walls & fences - allowed at fronts, sides & rears of bldgs. per current City regulations.
4. Drive-thru type buildings allowed only on rears of properties or on sides of properties [when adjacent to a side street].
5. Signage - per existing, applicable zoning category

FRONT

C

B
CORNER LOT

SIDE OR ALLEY

Plan Diagram

Plan Diagram
1. PARKING REQUIREMENTS

MIN. 40’

On-site parking is allowed only in the shaded area as
shown.
A: Front setback: 30 % of lot depth min.
B: Side street setback: 10’ min.
C: Side setback: 0’ min.
D: Rear setback: 5’ min.

PITCH

**
REAR

MAX HT. 26’

*
MAX HT. 39’

PUBLIC R.O.W.

*
MAX HT. 53’

A: WALLS
1. Brick- regional material, color, coursing, & detail
2. Stone - regional material, color, & coursing
3. Stucco - smooth or sand finish, warm colors, tone of 30% min.. on grayscale.
4. Panels - 15% max. of main facade, of terra cotta, wood [paint/stain], enameled steel
or steel.

FRONT

1. MATERIALS & MISC.:

MIN. 24’

D
ALLEY WHERE APPLICABLE

ALLEY WHERE APPLICABLE

Plan Diagram
EAVE/
PARAPET
LINE

REAR

FRONT

B
CORNER LOT

SIDE OR ALLEY

SIDE OR ALLEY

Corridor General includes those areas that are appropriate for new development along
commercial & retail-oriented streets. The setback, heights, massing, encroachments
and parking arrangements would be appropriate to new, vibrant mixed-use buildings.
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C. PARKING PLACEMENT

A

D
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CORNER LOT

B. BUILDING FRONTAGE AND PROFILE

REAR

A. BUILDING PLACEMENT AND HEIGHT

Section Diagram

Section Diagram

1. SETBACKS

1. ENCROACHMENTS ALLOWED:

Buildings shall be placed within the shaded area as shown
in the above diagram.

Arcades may encroach over the public R.O.W. at sidestreets. Encroachments into Public Right of Way [ROW]
shall follow existing City regulations.

A: Front Setback: 0’
B: Side Street Setback: 0’
C: Side yard Setback: 0’
D: Rear Setback: 0’
E: 4th Story Front setback 15’, Rear setback: 24’
2. HEIGHT
Building height shall be measured in feet from average
finish grade [on site] to top of parapet or midpoint of pitch.
Maximum: 53’-0” Ht.
*West of Carlisle Blvd., heights to be amended in the Nob
Hill Sector Development Plan Area.
** Optional: accessory building may occur this area

2. FRONTAGE TYPES ALLOWED:
Arcade, Shop front, Stoop, Forecourt see Frontage types page 35.

Parking requirements below are subject to reductions due
to mixed-uses and location on transit corridor:
1.5 parking space: residential or live/work [1 bathroom]
2 parking spaces: residential or live/work [2-3 bathrooms]
2.5 parking spaces: commercial or retail per 1000 s.f.
1 parking space: restaurants, per each 4 seats
1 parking space: per hotel room
Vehicular access is permitted only from side street or alley.
Parking garages shall have liner buildings or solid 3’-0”
min. high walls [all levels] or solid landscape at side streets
and rear property lines.
2. LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS:
Landsacpe regulations should be distinct from the existing
and proposed prototypical standards currently being developed by the City Municipal Development Department. The
landscape design should reflect the more urban character
of this area in its programming, detailing, and planting
intensity. Issues such as street furniture & public lighting
design to be covered in the zoning language.
3. PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY IMPROVEMENTS:
Sidewalks, drives, and other items related to the public
ROW affected by private development to be reviewed by
Design Review Board [DRB] during project review.

CORNER LOT

CORNER LOT

B

SIDE OR ALLEY

SIDE OR ALLEY

PUBLIC R.O.W.

CNTR. OF
PITCH

B. OPENINGS
1. Proportions - vertical
2. Horizontal openings may occur if vertical mullions provided at exterior side of door
or window.
3. Ground floor building frontage shall be designed with 40%-80% of the building
frontage length glazed, with the window sill no higher than 36”[inches].
4. Placement - openings shall occur along public street facades @ 30’ [feet]o.c. min.,
openings to be 3’ [feet] wide min..
5. Entrance- each ground floor use shall have 1 entrance min. for each 30’ [feet] or
less of building frontage length.
C. MISC.
1. Rooftop mechanical units shall be set back from roof edges. Units visible from public streets and/or homes shall be shielded from view with metal screens or parapet
walls of wall materials listed above @ WALLS.
2. Articulation - building facade at front and side street shall change each 30’ min. in
height, or setback, or material.
3. Property walls & fences - allowed at fronts, sides & rears of bldgs. per current City regulations.

8’
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A: Front setback: 70% lot depth
B: Side street setback: 10’ min.
C: Side setback: 5’ min.
D: Rear setback: 5’ min.

*
REAR

MAX HT. 26’

MAX HT. 26’

FRONT

Plan Diagram
On-site parking is allowed only in the shaded area as
shown.

CNTR. OF
PITCH

Section Diagram
1. SETBACKS
Buildings shall be placed within the shaded area as shown
in the above diagram.
A: Front Setback: 0’, or matchsetback if adjacent lot is single family house or duplex.
B: Side Street Setback: 0’
C: Side yard Setback: 0’
D: Rear Setback: 0’

Section Diagram
1. ENCROACHMENTS ALLOWED:
Frontage types may encroach into the setback as shown
in the shaded area. Encroachments into Public Right of
Way [ROW] shall follow existing City regulations.
A: Front encroachment: 8’ max
B: Side street encroachment: 8’ max

2. HEIGHT

Maximum encroachment height is 1 story.

Building height shall be measured in feet from average
finish grade [on site] to top of parapet or midpoint of pitch.

2. FRONTAGE TYPES ALLOWED:

*Optional: accessory building may occur this area.

B

1. PARKING REQUIREMENTS

MIN. 30’

Maximum: 26’ Ht. max.

CORNER LOT

Plan Diagram

1. MATERIALS & MISC.:
A: WALLS
1. Brick-regional material, color, coursing, & detail
2. Stone - regional material, color, & coursing
3. Stucco - smooth or sand finish, warm colors, tone of 30% min. on grayscale.
4. Panels - 15% max. of main facade, of terra cotta, wood [paint/stain], enameled steel
or flat steel [painted].

C

SIDE OR ALLEY

Plan Diagram
The category Street General allows for new development of an intensity that compatible
with both businesses and residences adjacent to it.
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B. BUILDING FRONTAGE AND PROFILE
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DEVELOPMENT CODE | URBAN REGULATIONS
STREET GENERAL

Stoops [balconies, bay windows, & open porches],
Forecourts, & front yards see Frontage types page 35.

Parking requirements below are subject to reductions due
to mixed-uses and location on transit corridor:
1.5 parking space: residential or live/work [1 bathroom]
2 parking spaces: residential or live/work [2-3 bathrooms]
2.5 parking spaces: commercial or retail per 1000 s.f.
1 parking space: restaurants, per each 4 seats
1 parking space: per hotel room
Vehicular access is permitted only from side street or alley.
Parking garages shall have liner buildings or solid 3’-0”
min. high walls [all levels] or solid landscape at side streets
and rear property lines.
2. LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS:
Landsacpe regulations should be distinct from the existing
and proposed prototypical standards currently being developed by the City Municipal Development Department. The
landscape design should reflect the more urban character
of this area in its programming, detailing, and planting
intensity. Issues such as street furniture & public lighting
design to be covered in the zoning language.
3. PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY IMPROVEMENTS:
Sidewalks, drives, and other items related to the public
ROW affected by private development to be reviewed by
Design Review Board [DRB] during project review.
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DEVELOPMENT CODE | FRONTAGE TYPES
Frontage Types. Frontage Types are
applied to each zone [Corridor General,
Street General). These represent a range of
additions to the basic facade of the building, in the following illustrations, “ROW”
means the public street right-of-way.

PUBLIC ROW

PRIVATE LOT

PUBLIC ROW

PRIVATE LOT

PUBLIC ROW

PRIVATE LOT

PUBLIC ROW

PRIVATE LOT

PUBLIC ROW

PRIVATE LOT
SETBACK LINE

A. Arcade: the facade of a building with an
attached colonnade. Balconies may overlap the sidewalk while the ground floor
remains set at the lot line. This type is
ideal for retail use, but only when the sidewalk is fully absorbed within the arcade so
that a pedestrian cannot bypass it. An
easement for private use of the right-of-way
is usually required. To be useful, the arcade
should be no less than 8 feet wide clear in
all directions.

B. Shop front: the facade is placed at or
close to the right-of-way line, with the
entrance at sidewalk grade. This type is
conventional for retail frontage. It is commonly equipped with cantilevered shed
roof or awning. The absence of a raised
ground floor story precludes residential
use on the ground floor facing the street,
although this use is appropriate behind
and above.

C. Stoop: the facade is placed close to the
frontage line with the ground story elevated
from the sidewalk, securing privacy for the
windows. This type is suitable for groundfloor residential uses at short setbacks.
This type may be interspersed with the
shop front. A porch may also cover the
stoop.

D. Forecourt: the facade is aligned close to
the frontage line with a portion of it setback. The resulting forecourt is suitable for
gardens, vehicular drop offs, and utility off
loading. This type should be used sparingly and in conjunction with the stoops and
shop fronts. A fence or wall at the property
line may be used to define the private
space of the yard. The court may also be
raised from the sidewalk, creating a small
retaining wall at the property line with entry
steps to the court.

E. Front yard: the facade is setback from
the frontage line with a front yard. An
encroaching porch may also be appended
to the facade. A great variety of porches
designs are possible, but to be useful, none
should be less than 8 feet deep and 12 feet
wide. A fence or wall at the property line
may be used to define the private space of
the yard. The front yard may also be raised
from the sidewalk, creating a small retaining wall at the property line with entry steps
to the yard.
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APPENDIX | PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

Walkability Audit - Summary
Prior to the design workshop, Walk Albuquerque and Alliance for Active Living organized a volunteer group to travel and evaluate the pedestrian world in the CentralHighland-Upper Nob Hill area. Three routes on Central, from Carlisle to San Mateo,
were evaluated on two different Saturdays. This was a small sampling, with 6-7 people
in each group, including area residents, business owners and members of the associations running the volunteer event. Participants familiar with this area noted that
Saturday activity varies from weekday activity.
This type of analysis helped inform the design team as to the current state of affairs for
the pedestrian, which is directly linked with the success of businesses in the area. A
comment by one participant summed up the existing condition of the area for both
folks on foot and for businesses in the area:
"I didn't think about the businesses at all. You just paid attention to the cars." (and
the ground in front of your feet.)
Tally sheets with various criteria were given to participants. Results were tallied and the
following general issues arose:
· Traffic: noise, fumes, speed, no buffer between sidewalk and cars in many places.
- Driver behavior: failure to yield to pedestrians, especially when turning.
· Sidewalks: broken sidewalks, rough surfaces, frequent driveways with steep side
slopes, utility poles and other obstacles blocking the way. Very steep curb ramps that
send walkers out into the traffic flow, uneven joints. Sidewalks too narrow to walk two
abreast and pass anyone. No buffer between sidewalks and traffic lanes in many
places.
· Street Crossings: timing on pedestrian crossing signals too short, intersections too
wide, no really useful median refuges, parked cars block views at some intersections.
· Safety (real or perceived): barred windows, vacant lots, vast parking lots, vacant
stores, locked front doors facing Central with signs to go around the back or side, no
loitering signs, few other pedestrians out - of those we saw, some were perceived of as
"scary".
· Buildings and land use: Many buildings are designed for cars, with large parking lots
facing Central along the sidewalk, multiple driveways crossing sidewalks, entrances oriented to parking lots, rather than sidewalks. The block west of the Highland theater
was the worst in total lack of pedestrian accommodations.
- Many vacant parcels and vacant buildings
- Vast no man's land south of the theater, and around Highland High School
- Very little residential within the MRA boundaries
- Highland Theater is a definite positive, as well as a few other isolated and short segments, where businesses with interesting facades were close to the sidewalk and onstreet parking provided a buffer for pedestrians.
· Aesthetics and amenities: dirt, litter, graffiti, few trees, benches, trash receptacles,
etc.
· Central has an active bus route, but bus stops generally lacked amenities. Few
benches (standard issue grey recycled plastic) or trash receptacles, no shade or shelter.
· We weren't considering bicycles with this audit, but we noted several bicycles competing with pedestrians for space on narrow sidewalks, and no bike parking facilities.
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Sample score cards used by walkability volunteers

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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APPENDIX | TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
Traffic Considerations:
The focus of the Street and sidewalk designs are to slow traffic down while increasing
capacity of traffic volume on Central Ave.. The safety and aesthetics of the pedestrian
environment [and also the economic environment] should be as important as the considerations given to vehicles in the area, if not more so. Some parameters of the
design:
1. Pedestrian crossing times must be kept to a minimum. Crossing times of 19 seconds
or less are preferred. This represents a street with four 12 foot wide lanes.
2. Vehicle speeds must be kept to 20 miles per hour or less generally, and around 30
miles per hour on primary thoroughfares.
3. Pedestrians should be protected from the elements as much as practical.
4. Streets should be defined by buildings at their edges.
5. The street must accommodate bicyclists and the handicapped.
6. Transit must be a part of thoroughfare planning.
7. Parking standards must be reduced to reflect historically supported demand for traditional urbanism.
8. Central is the main artery for the project and needs special attention.
The design of Central Avenue is informed by several elements listed as follows;
1. A LRT or BRT system may be introduced into the corridor. This would require a 26
foot wide path in the center of the street. To allow for this potential, a 26 foot wide
median is proposed as one of the cross section scenarios.
2. The intersection of Central and San Mateo is operating at LOS F with more than
4,000 vehicles at PM peak hour times. This study proposes that a 2 lane roundabout
be built in the intersection. This will provide better access for non-motorists, boost the
LOS to B, reduce accidents and will allow some civic art in the center punctuation this
area of the neighborhood. See traffic model output in later pages this appendix.
3. The other signalized intersections along Central operate in the low to mid 30,000
ADT range. For the above stated reasons, each intersection could have a single lane
roundabout with 2 approach lanes and one exit lane. The LOS would be B and they
would upgrade existing signal performance characteristics. Samples of possible design
for two intersections are illustrated as follows;
It should be noted that the 26 foot wide median is shown at Washington, but not San
Mateo. An 18 foot increase to the median width can be achieved and work well with a
2 lane roundabout.

Selected Sample of Injuries by the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) AIS Code
Injury Severity Level and Selected Injuries
1 (14 mph) Minor Superficial abrasion or laceration of skin; digit sprain;
first-degree burn; head trauma with headache or dizziness (no
other neurological signs).
2 (20 mph) Moderate Major abrasion or laceration of skin; cerebral concussion
(unconscious less than 15 minutes); finger or toe
crush/amputation; closed pelvic fracture with or without
dislocation.
3 (25 mph) Serious Major nerve laceration; multiple rib fracture (but without flail
chest); abdominal organ contusion; hand, foot, or arm
crush/amputation.
4 (29 mph) Severe Spleen rupture; leg crush; chest-wall perforation; cerebral
concussion with other neurological signs (unconscious less
than 24 hours).
5 (33 mph) Critical Spinal cord injury (with cord transection); extensive secondor third-degree burns; cerebral concussion with severe
neurological signs (unconscious more than 24 hours).

Narrow lanes, transit mixed in traffic, wide sidewalks

6 (36 mph) Fatal Injuries which although not fatal within the first 30 days after
an accident, ultimately result in death .
WTP Values Per AIS Injury Level (2001 dollars)
AIS Code Description of Injury Fraction of WTP Value of Life
WTP Value
AIS 1 Minor
0.20 Percent
$6,000
AIS 2 Moderate 1.55 Percent
$46,500
AIS 3 Serious
5.75 Percent
$172,500
AIS 4 Severe
18.75 Percent
$562,500
AIS 5 Critical
76.25 Percent
$2,287,500
AIS 6 Fatal
100.00 Percent $3,000,000
As can be seen, the costs increase exponentially with speed. Tax dollars are spent every
year to treat uninsured accident victims and the fiscal costs are sometimes excessive.

Slower traffic speeds are critical for safety in this corridor. A combination of on-street
parking, narrower street designs, bulb-outs, street trees, and roundabouts are proposed to keep traffic at posted speeds throughout the area. The following table shows
in graphic detail the repercussions of pedestrian/automobile collisions as they relate to
automobile speed:

Balancing people and cars in an environment

APPENDIX | TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
SIDRA ROUNDABOUT OUTPUT
CENTRAL AND WASHINGTON
Degree of saturation (highest)

= 0.636

Practical Spare Capacity (lowest)

= 34 %

Total vehicle flow (veh/h)

= 3369

Table S.0 - TRAFFIC FLOW DATA (Flows in veh/hour as used by the program)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mov
Left
Through Right
Flow
Peak
No.
------------------------Scale
Flow
LV HV LV HV LV HV
Factor
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12
91 2 1227 24 42 1
1.00
0.90
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32
33 1
266 5 63 1
1.00
0.90
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22
82 2
1056 22 25 1 1.00
0.90
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42
52 1
279 6 84 2 1.00
0.90
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Based on unit time = 60 minutes.
Flow Scale and Peak Hour Factor effects included in flow values.

Total vehicle capacity, all lanes (veh/h) = 5995
Average intersection delay (s)

= 14.2

Largest average movement delay (s)

= 32.4

Total vehicle delay (veh-h/h)

= 13.26

Largest back of queue, 95% (ft)

= 169

Performance Index

= 56.50

Intersection Level of Service

=B

Worst movement Level of Service

=C

SAN MATEO AND CENTRAL
Degree of saturation (highest)

= 0.861

Practical Spare Capacity (lowest)

= -1 %

Total vehicle flow (veh/h)

= 5233

Total vehicle capacity, all lanes (veh/h) = 7039
Average intersection delay (s)

= 17.1

Largest average movement delay (s)

= 20.3

Total vehicle delay (veh-h/h)

= 24.91

Largest back of queue, 95% (ft)

= 264

Performance Index

= 108.27

Intersection Level of Service

=B

Worst movement Level of Service

=C

Akcelik & Associates Pty Ltd - SIDRA 5.30
Swift and Associates
Longmont
Registered User No. LKWHEF
Time and Date of Analysis 3:49 PM, Feb 27,2004
Central Na Washington, ABQ
PM Peak Hour
Intersection ID: 1
SIDRA US Highway Capacity Manual Version

* CENWASPM

Roundabout

RUN INFORMATION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Basic Parameters:
Intersection Type: Roundabout
Driving on the right-hand side of the road
SIDRA US Highway Capacity Manual Version
Input data specified in US units
Default Values File No. 11
Peak flow period (for performance): 15 minutes
Unit time (for volumes): 60 minutes (Total Flow Period)
Delay definition: Control delay
Geometric delay included
Delay formula: Highway Capacity Manual
Level of Service based on: Delay (HCM)
Queue definition: Back of queue, 95th_Percentile

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Table R.0 - ROUNDABOUT BASIC PARAMETERS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Circulating/Exiting Stream
Cent Circ
Insc No.of No.of Av.Ent
---------------------------------Island Width Diam. Circ. Entry Lane
Flow %HV Adjust. %Exit Cap.
Diam
Lanes Lanes Width
(veh/
Flow Incl. Constr.
(ft) (ft) (ft)
(ft)
(h)
(pcu/h)
Effect
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
64 20 104
1
2
16.00
421
2.0
421
0
N
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
64 20 104
1
2
16.00
1399
2.0
1399
0
N
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
64 20 104
1
2
16.00
98
2.0
398
0
N
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
64 20 104
1
2
16.00
1194
2.0
1194
0
N

Central Na Washington, ABQ
PM Peak Hour
Intersection ID: 1 Roundabout

* CENWASPM

Table R.1 - ROUNDABOUT GAP ACCEPTANCE PARAMETERS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Turn Lane Lane
Circ/
IntraProp.
Critical
Follow
No.
Type
Exit
Bunch
Bunched Gap
Up
Flow
Headway Vehicles (s)
Headway
(pcu/h) (s)
(s)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
Left
1 Dominant
421
2.00N
0.443
3.17
2.04
Thru
1 Dominant
421
2.00N
0.443
3.17
2.04
2 Subdominant
421
2.00N
0.443
3.69
2.38
Right
2 Subdominant
421
2.00N
0.443
3.69
2.38
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
Left
1 Subdominant
1399
2.00N
0.857
2.94
2.25
Thru
1 Subdominant
1399
2.00N
0.857
2.94
2.25
2 Dominant
1399
2.00N
0.857
2.41
1.85
Right
2 Dominant
1399
2.00N
0.857
2.41
1.85
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
Left
1 Dominant
398
2.00N
0.424
3.21
2.06
Thru
1 Dominant
398
2.00N
0.424
3.21
2.06
2 Subdominant
398
2.00N
0.424
3.72
2.39
Right
2 Subdominant
398
2.00N
0.424
3.72
2.39
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
Left
1 Subdominant
1194
2.00N
0.810
3.00
2.30
Thru
1 Subdominant
1194
2.00N
0.810
3.00
2.30
2 Dominant
1194
2.00N
0.810
2.52
1.93
Right 2
Dominant
1194
2.00N
0.810
2.52
1.93
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N The number of circulating lanes specified in front of this approach ("No. of circ. lanes" in Roundabout
Data screen) is less than the number of lanes effectively used when the entry flows that constitute the circulating flow are considered. Intra-bunch headway for the circulating stream has been set to a higher value
as a result.

Moule & Polyzoides Architects and Urbanists
June, 2004
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Table R.5 - ROUNDABOUT CAPACITY & LEVEL OF SERVICE - SIDRA & HCM MODELS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SIDRA
HCM Lower
HCM Upper
Mov Arv
---------------------------------------------------------No. Flow
Cap. Deg. Av.
Cap. Deg. Av.
Cap. Deg. Av.
(veh
(veh Satn Delay LOS (veh Satn Delay LOS
(veh Satn Delay LOS
/h)
/h)
x (sec)
/h) x
(sec)
/h) x
(sec)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12 LTR 1388
2264 0.613 10.9 B
1617 0.858 19.4 B
1988 0.698 13.4 B
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2264 0.613 10.9 B
1617 0.858 19.4 B
1988 0.698 13.4 B
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32 LTR 369
580 0.636 32.4 C
- - - - NA - - - - - - - NA - - - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------580 0.636 32.4 C
- - - - NA - - - - - - - NA - - - ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22 LTR 1188
2287 0.519 10.0 A
1650 0.720 14.4 B
2025 0.587 11.5 B
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2287 0.519 10.0 A
1650 0.720 14.4 B 2
025 0.587 11.5 B
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42 LTR 424
864 0.491 20.8 C
808 0.525 32.6 C
1060 0.400 26.2 C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------864 0.491 20.8 C
808 0.525 32.6 C
1060 0.400 26.2 C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ALL VEHICLES:
5995 0.636 14.2 B
- - - - NA - - - - - - - NA - - - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NA Values for this roundabout capacity model have not been calculated because the model was not
applicable for the given roundabout conditions. Note that the HCM models are only applicable to singlelane roundabouts with circulating flows less than 1200 veh/h. Also note that results are not calculated for
any of the models for slip lane or continuous movements. See SIDRA Output Guide Appendix Section
A3.8 for roundabout limits.

Table S.3 - INTERSECTION PARAMETERS

Table S.6 - INTERSECTION PERFORMANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Degree of saturation (highest)

=

Practical Spare Capacity (lowest)

=

Total vehicle flow (veh/h)

=

Total vehicle capacity, all lanes (veh/h) =

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.636

Total

Total

Aver.

Prop.

Eff.

Perf.

Aver.

Flow

Delay

Delay

Queued

Stop

Index

Speed

3369

(veh/h)

(veh-h/h) (sec)

5995

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach

34 %

Rate

(mph)

Average intersection delay (s)

=

14.2

Largest average movement delay (s)

=

32.4

1388

Total vehicle delay (veh-h/h)

=

13.26

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Largest back of queue, 95% (ft)

=

169

Performance Index

=

56.50

Total fuel (ga/h)

=

29.7

Total cost ($/h)

=

266.67

Intersection Level of Service

=

B

1188

Worst movement Level of Service

=

C

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4.20

10.9

0.591

0.77

19.83

16.5

South: South Approach
369

3.32

32.4

0.912

1.34

11.72

9.1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
3.29

10.0

0.532

0.70

15.54

16.8

North: North Approach
424

2.45

20.8

0.856

1.10

9.40

12.0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INTERSECTION:

Table S.5 - MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mov

Total

Aver.

Prop.

Eff.

Longest Queue

Perf.

Aver.

No.

Delay

Delay

Queued

Stop

95% Back

Index

Speed

Rate

(vehs)

(veh-h/h) (sec)

(ft)

(mph)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12 LTR 4.20
10.9
0.59
0.77
5.6
143
19.83
16.5
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32 LTR 3.32

32.4

0.91

1.34

6.7

169

11.72

9.1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22 LTR 3.29

10.0

0.53

0.70

3.8

97

15.54

16.8

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42 LTR 2.45

20.8

0.85

1.10

4.1

104

9.40

12.0

3369

13.26

14.2

0.639

0.85

56.50

14.6

Table S.7 - LANE PERFORMANCE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arv
Lane

Mov

Flow
(veh

No.

No.

/h)

Queue
Cap
(veh

Deg.
Satn

Aver.
Delay

Eff.
Stop

95% Back
---------------

Short
Lane

/h)

x

(sec)

Rate

(vehs) (ft)

(ft)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
1 LT

12

757

1235

0.613

10.6

0.74

5.6

141

2 TR

12

631

1028

0.613

11.2

0.79

5.6

143

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
1 LT

32

158

249

0.636

34.6

1.31

5.6

143

2 TR

32

211

332

0.636

30.7

1.36

6.7

169

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Table S.2 - MOVEMENT CAPACITY PARAMETERS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mov
Arv Total %HV Adjust.
Total
Prac.
Prac.
Lane
Deg.
No.
Flow Opng
Opng
Cap.
Deg.
Spare
Util
Satn
(veh Flow
Flow
(veh
Satn
Cap.
/h) (veh/h)
(pcu/h) /h)
xp
(%)
(%)
x
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12 LTR 1388 421
2.0
421
2264
0.85
39
100
0.613
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32 LTR 369 1399
2.0
1399
580
0.85
34
100
0.636*
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22 LTR 1188 398
2.0
398
2287
0.85
64
100
0.519
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42 LTR 424 1194
2.0
1194
864
0.85
73
100
0.491

East: East Approach

Table S.5 - MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mov

Total

Aver.

Prop.

Eff.

Longest Queue

Perf.

Aver.

No.

Delay

Delay

Queued

Stop

95% Back

Index

Speed

Rate

(vehs)

(veh-h/h) (sec)

(ft)

(mph)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12 LTR 4.20

10.9

0.59

0.77

5.6

143

19.83

16.5

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32 LTR 3.32

32.4

0.91

1.34

6.7

169

11.72

9.1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22 LTR 3.29

10.0

0.53

0.70

3.8

97

15.54

16.8

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42 LTR 2.45

20.8

0.85

1.10

4.1

104

9.40

12.0

1 LT

22

646

1244

0.519

9.8

0.69

3.8

97

2 TR

22

542

1044

0.519

10.1

0.72

3.7

95

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
1 LT

42

187

381

0.491

22.3

1.10

3.7

94

2 TR

42

237

483

0.491

19.7

1.10

4.1

104

Table S.8 - LANE FLOW AND CAPACITY INFORMATION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Saturation

Flow

Lan

Mov

Arv Flow (veh/h)

Lane

Adj.

No.

No.

-------------------

Width

Basic 1st

(ft)

(tcu) (veh) (veh)

Lef Thru Rig Tot

Aver Aver
2nd

Min

Tot

Cap Cap
(veh
/h)

Deg. Lane

(veh Satn Util
/h)

x

%

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
1 LT

12

93 664

2 TR

12

0 588 43 631

0 757

16.0N

-

-

-

60 1235 0.613 100

16.0N

-

-

-

60 1028 0.613 100

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------174 746 195 1115
2
0.744
17.6
154
================================================================================
ALL VEHICLES
Tot
%
Max
Aver.
Max
Arv.
HV
X
Delay
Queue
5233
2
0.861
17.1
264
================================================================================
Total flow period = 60 minutes. Peak flow period = 15 minutes.
Note: Basic Saturation Flows are not adjusted at roundabouts or signcontrolled intersections and apply only to continuous lanes.
Values printed in this table are back of queue.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
1 LT

32

34 124

0 158

16.0N

-

-

-

60 249 0.636 100

2 TR

32

0 147 64 211

16.0N

-

-

-

60 332

0.636 100

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
1 LT

22

84 562

2 TR

22

0 516 26 542

0 646

16.0N

-

-

-

60 1244 0.519 100

16.0N

-

-

-

60 1044 0.519 100

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
1 LT

42

53 134

0 187

16.0N

-

-

-

60

381 0.491 100

2 TR

42

0 151 86 237

16.0N

-

-

-

60

483 0.491 100

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N Width value was not used for saturation flow adjustment in this case. (Lane width adjustment does
not apply at sign-controlled intersections or to gap-acceptance capacities at signalised intersections).
Basic Saturation Flow in this table is adjusted for lane width, approach grade, parking manoeuvres and
number of buses stopping. Saturation flow scale applies if specified.

Table S.14 - SUMMARY OF INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lane Arrival Flow (veh/h)
Adj. Eff Grn Deg Aver.
95%
Shrt
No. -------------------- %
HV
Basic (secs) Sat
Delay
Queue
Lane
L T R Tot
Satf. 1st 2nd x
(sec)
(ft)
(ft)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
1 LT 230 248 0 478
2
0.688
15.6
140
2T
0 410 0 410
2
0.688
15.5
131
3 TR
0 276 134 410
2
0.688
15.0
131
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------230 934 134 1298
2
0.688
15.4
140
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
1 LT 188 278 0 466
2
0.685
14.9
126
2T
0 395 0 395
2
0.685
15.0
118
3 TR
0 261 134 395
2
0.685
14.4
118
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------188 934 134 1256
2
0.685
14.8
126
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
1 LT 341 240 0 581
2
0.860
20.3
264
2T
0 491 0 491
2
0.860
20.4
243
3 TR
0 283 208 491
2
0.860
19.7
243
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------341 1015 208 1564
2
0.860
20.2
264
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
1 LT 174 172 0 346
2
0.744
19.0
140
2T
0 346 0 346
2
0.744
18.0
140
3 TR
0 227 195 422
2
0.744
16.1
154

Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Table S.15 - CAPACITY AND LEVEL OF SERVICE (HCM STYLE)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mov Mov
Total
Total
Deg.
Aver.
LOS
No. Typ
Flow
Cap.
of
Delay
(veh
(veh
Satn
/h)
/h)
(v/c)
(sec)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12 L
230
334
0.689
15.6
B
11 T
934
1358
0.688
15.4
B
13 R
134
195
0.687
15.0
B
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1298
1887
0.689
15.4
B
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32 L
188
275
0.684
14.9
B
31 T
934
1364
0.685
14.8
B
33 R
134
196
0.684
14.4
B
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1256
1835
0.685
14.8
B
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22 L
341
396
0.861*
20.3
C
21 T
1015
1180
0.860
20.2
C
23 R
208
242
0.860
19.7
B
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1564
1818
0.861
20.2
C
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42 L
174
234
0.744
19.0
B
41 T
746
1003
0.744
17.7
B
43 R
195
262
0.744
16.1
B
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1115
1499
0.744
17.6
B
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ALL VEHICLES:
5233
7039
0.861
17.1
B
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INTERSECTION: 5233
7039
0.861
17.1
B
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Level of Service calculations are based on
average control delay including geometric delay (HCM criteria),
independent of the current delay definition used.
For the criteria, refer to the "Level of Service" topic in
the SIDRA Output Guide or the Output section of the on-line help.
* Maximum v/c ratio, or critical green periods

Table D.1 - LANE DELAYS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Delay (seconds/veh) ---------------Deg.
Stop-line Delay
Acc.
Queuing
Stopd
Lane
Mov
Satn
1st
2nd Total Dec.
Total MvUp
(Idle) Geom
Control
No.
No.
x
d1
d2 dSL dn
dq
dqm
di
dig dic
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
1 LT
12,
0.688
4.7
2.4 7.1 3.7
3.4
3.3
0.1
9.6 15.6
11
7.6
2T
11
0.688
5.3
2.5 7.9 3.7
4.2
3.3
0.9
7.6 15.5
3 TR
11,
0.688
5.3
2.5 7.9 3.7
4.2
3.3
0.9
7.6 15.0
13
6.1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
1 LT
32,
0.685
4.4
2.1 6.5 3.5
2.9
2.9
0.0
9.6 14.9
31
7.6
2T
31
0.685
5.0
2.3 7.3 3.6
3.7
3.2
0.6
7.6 15.0
3 TR
31,
0.685
5.0
2.3 7.3 3.6
3.7
3.2
0.6
7.6 14.4
33
6.1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
1 LT
22,
0.860
5.3
6.3 11.6 3.9
7.6
7.6
0.1
9.6 20.3
21
7.6
2T
21
0.860
6.0
6.8 12.8 4.0
8.7
7.5
1.3
7.6 20.4
3 TR
21,
0.860
6.0
6.8 12.8 4.0
8.7
7.5
1.3
7.6 19.7
23
6.1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
1 LT
42,
0.744
6.4
4.0 10.4 3.9
6.5
4.8
1.7
9.6 19.0
41
7.6
2T
41
0.744
6.4
4.0 10.4 3.9
6.5
4.8
1.7
7.6 18.0
3 TR
41,
0.744
5.5
3.7 9.2 3.8
5.4
4.9
0.5
7.6 16.1
43
6.1

Table D.3 - LANE QUEUES
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Deg. Ovrfl. Average
Percentile
Queue
Lane Satn Queue --------------------------------------------------------- Stor.
No.
x No Nb1 Nb2 Nb 70% 85% 90% 95% 98% Ratio
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
1 LT 0.688 0.5 1.1 0.7 1.8 3.2
3.9 4.4 5.5 6.4 0.47
2 T 0.688 0.5 1.0 0.7 1.7 3.0
3.7 4.2 5.2 6.0 0.44
3 TR 0.688 0.5 1.0 0.7 1.7 3.0
3.7 4.2 5.2 6.0 0.44
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
1 LT 0.685 0.4 1.0 0.6 1.6 2.9
3.5 4.0 4.9 5.8 0.42
2 T 0.685 0.4 0.9 0.6 1.5 2.7
3.3 3.7 4.6 5.4 0.39
3 TR 0.685 0.4 0.9 0.6 1.5 2.7
3.3 3.7 4.6 5.4 0.39
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
1 LT 0.860 1.4 1.4 2.2 3.5 5.8
7.2 8.3 10.4 12.2 0.88
2 T 0.860 1.3 1.3 1.9 3.2 5.4
6.7 7.6 9.6 11.2 0.81
3 TR 0.860 1.3 1.3 1.9 3.2 5.4
6.7 7.6 9.6 11.2 0.81
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
1 LT 0.744 0.6 0.9 0.9 1.8 3.2
3.9 4.4 5.5 6.4 0.47
2 T 0.744 0.6 0.9 0.9 1.8 3.2
3.9 4.4 5.5 6.4 0.47
3 TR 0.744 0.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.5
4.3 4.9 6.1 7.1 0.51
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Values printed in this table are back of queue.

Central and San Mateo, ABQ
PM Peak Hour, City Data
Intersection ID: 1
Roundabout

CENSANPM

Table D.4 - MOVEMENT SPEEDS (mph)
----------------------------------------------------------------Queue Move-up
App. Speeds Exit Speeds ---------------------- Av. Section Spd
Mov ------------------- ------------------ 1st 2nd
--------------No. Cruise Negn Negn Cruise Grn Grn
Running Overall
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West: West Approach
12 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
11.1
14.7 14.6
11 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.8
14.7 14.4
13 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.6
14.8 14.3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------South: South Approach
32 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.9
14.9 14.9
31 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.5
14.9 14.7
33 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.4
14.9 14.6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East: East Approach
22 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.9
12.9 12.9
21 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.5
12.8 12.5
23 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.4
12.7 12.2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North: North Approach
42 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.0
14.0 13.3
41 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.2
13.9 13.4
43 28.0 14.0
14.0 28.0
10.6
13.9 13.7
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"Running Speed" is the average speed excluding stopped periods.
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APPENDIX | GENERAL RETAIL PLANNING GUIDELINES
New Trends
1. Mall Development has slowed to 1-2 openings per year, vs. 4-5 openings in the 1980's.
2. Discount retailers continue to have steep gains in sales and market share, with WalMart now capturing over 20% of the market in many categories.
3. Wal-Mart is now the largest corporation in the world, recently passing Exxon and
General Motors. Future growth will be focused on American urban city centers.
4. Dollar stores represent the fasted growing segment and are stores are expected to
increase to 75,000 s.f..
5. Developers are being attracted to build un-anchored lifestyle centers, driven by higher end tenants due to strong sales.
6. Full service department stores are concerned about the lack of mall development and
competition with discount department stores, resulting in a willingness to consider
new formats, smaller sizes, and free standing stores.
7. Many national retail chains are now willing to accept basic principles of the new
urbanism, including: 2-level stores, lower parking standards, and front and back
doors.
8. Over 65% of all retail sales now occur after 5:30 pm and on Sundays.

Development
1. Retail development is the most risky form of real estate development.
2. Real estate is the most difficult method to achieve higher than average financial
returns on investment.
3. Most retail center types should open on August 15th of any given year; November 15th
in Florida.
4. Retail centers must open with a bang! All tenants fully open a major marketing campaign and strong sales from the start.
5. Centers that have slow rolling openings, with low sales, will take a generation to
recover.
6. Centers must maintain their anchor tenants.
7. Centers must be able to accommodate new anchor tenants seeking to locate within
the trade area.
8. Weak and tired tenants must be removed.
9. The entire center should have a turnover of approximately 30% every five years.

Site Selection
1. Locate along the most heavily traveled roads possible.
2. The home-bound side will yield higher sales than the to-work lands (except for coffee
and bagels).
3. Avoid all sites requiring more than one left turn to enter.
4. Purchase both sides of the highway when possible.
5. Purchase as much highway frontage as possible.
6. Allow for 50% expansion during the second decade of the center.

Site Planning
1. Allow for change and expansion.
2. Plan for the next 100 years: blocks, parking decks, multi-level parking, etc.
3. Form will follow anchor tenant demands, and anchor tenants will demand frontage
along the highway.

4. Maintain an overall shopping length of 1000' or less.
5. Create pedestrian loops of 2000' max.
6. Create a full street, with two-way traffic and parallel parking along both sides.
7. Maintain at least 15' min. wide sidewalks.

Building Design
1. Most retailers are demanding 100' min. depth, with as little store frontage as possible.
2. Three level buildings, with 2 levels office over one level retail offer several advantages
in tenant mix, shared parking, and urbanism.
3. 17' floor to ceiling heights are now considered standard for most retail tenants.
4. Developers are now leasing "very cold dark shells" to tenants. This is a space that
only has 3 walls, a dirt floor and no store front. This allows for a better variety of store
design.
5. Many tenants will locate sales space in the basement or on a second level, in a strong
market.
6. Department stores are now exploring total glass elevations, with fully open floor
plates.
7. Store fronts located on the first level should be designed to be totally re-built with at
least every ten years.
8. Store interiors are designed to be totally gutted and re-built every 5 years.
9. First level tenants should have at least 70% clear glass on the first level.
10. Anchor tenants can have as little as 50% clear glass on the first level.

Major Anchors
1. Form follows anchor: it is difficult to have a successful center without significant
anchors. Anchorless centers at all sizes tend to fail.
2. An anchor is a tenant or use that attracts large amounts of shoppers to a center on
a regular basis.
3. Anchors include: department stores, restaurant groups, supermarkets, libraries, post
offices, municipal offices.
4. Theatres (cinema and performing), parks and lakes do not make significant contributions to retailers, however they can support restaurants.
5. At least 30% of the total gross leasable area should be an anchor.
6. Most anchor retailers will accept liner retail to be constructed along one of its side
elevations. Allowing for a proper retail street frontage.
7. Many anchor retailers are willing to accept as little as 50% of visibility from the highway.
8. Most anchors including Target and Wal-Mart will consider 2-level stores in the right
market conditions.
9. Major anchors include: Sears, Penney's, Wal-Mart, Target, Macy, Nordstrom's,

Junior Anchors
1. Junior anchors are relative new retail categories that can replace a full size department store.
2. Popular jr. anchors include: Crate & Barrel, Borders, Barnes & Noble, Eddie Bauer,
REI,
3. LL. Bean has recently been purchased by Sears and is expected to roll out 50,000 s.f.
stores across the country.
4. Junior anchors are more attractive to developers because: they pay closer to market

rate rents than full service department stores, and a store closing will not be as significant as losing a department store.
Tenant Mix
1. Centers need a focus in tenant type, market segment and categories. It is difficult to
be all things to all shoppers.
2. The best tenants are now seeking to locate along the town square, rather than along
the end-cap. These tenants will give up all highway exposure when the town square
and urbanism are planned to a high standard.
3. Restaurants and Jr. Anchor tenants work best at the ends of the center.
4. An ideal tenant mix for urban centers is 1/3 local independents, 1/3 regional chains
and 1/3 national chains.
5. It's difficult for new shopping centers to have more than 5% independent retailers
that are non-credit.
6. Most center types need to have a focus of income price point and tenant type.

Parking
1. Parking is one of the most important elements of a successful center.
2. On-street parking is essential for on-street retail. Except for major urban centers,
with densities of over 100,000 per square mile, do not attempt to build street retail
without the street, or on-street parking.
3. On-street parking should be metered or managed for 1-2 hour parking max.
4. People tend to park in the same aisle, for their entire life.
5. On overall gross ratio of 4 cars/1000 is now acceptable for most centers.
6. Major department store and grocery anchor need and will demand 5 cars/1000 s.f.
or greater.
7. Parking ratios can be as low as 3/1000 with a 40% office-60% retail ratio.
8. Decked parking can be constructed for office in mixed-use developments for approximately $2.00/s.f. additional debt service.
9. Parking must be located in the front of all major anchor stores.
10. Most centers require surface parking; however office and residential can use decked
parking.
11. Residential parking must be set-aside for 24/7 assigned spaces, when located in
mixed-use town centers.

Management
1. Centers should be clean and well maintained.
2. Tenants should be required to maintain minimum hours of operation.
3. All tenants should be required to update interior finishes every three years, and a total
interior renovation at least every eight years.
4. Update all streetscape materials and fixtures at least every ten years.
5. Attempt to attract new anchors and tenants to your location as a defensive measure.
6. Rents typically represent 8-10% of gross sales.
7. Top national chains are presently paying $28-$35 s.f. for Lifestyle centers; Restaurants
are paying up to $40.-$50 s.f.; Jr. Anchors $18.-$25. s.f..;
8. Independent retailers typically pay $15-$18 in Lifestyle centers.
9. Top department store anchors typically demand free land for both building and parking lot and a $1,000,000. plus contribution towards the building costs.
10. Regional mall tenant rents typically range from $40. s.f.-$75. s.f., plus $20-$25/s.f.
Common Area Management fees (CAM).

Site Visits
One of the most effective methods of exploring town center development options is
to visit actual built projects. The best built town centers fall into those opened between
1915-1930 and those built after 1985. Please find below a summary of GPG's recommended site visits.
* Highly Recommended Visits by GPG
Top Pre-War Town Centers
Country Club Plaza, Kansas City, KN*
Highland Park, Dallas, TX
Hyde Park, Tampa, FL
Lake Forest, Illinois*
Palmer Square, Princeton, NJ *
Palm Beach, Florida*
Top Recent Town Centers
Addison Center, Dallas*
Berkdale Center, Charlotte*
Celebration, Orlando
City Place, W. Palm Beach*
Easton Town Center, Columbus*
The Glen, Glenview (Chicago)
Kentlands, Gaithersburg, FL*
Legacy, Dallas
Mashpee Commons, Cape Cod*
Mizner Park, Miami
Phillips Place, Charlotte*
Redmond Town Center, Seattle*

Reston Town Center, Reston, VA
Riverside, Atlanta
Rosemary Beach, Destin, FL*
Santana Row, San Jose*
Seaside, Destin, FL*
South Lake, Dallas*
Village of Rochester Hills, Detroit*
Washingtonian, Gaithersburg, MD*

Gold Street, Albuquerque

GPG’s Favorite Historic Towns for Shopping
Alexandria, Virginia*
Nantucket, Cape Cod
Beverly Hills, California (Rodeo Drive) Newberry Street, Boston*
Birmingham, Michigan
Palm Beach, Florida*
Chicago, (Michigan Avenue - State Street) Portland, Oregon (downtown & NW 23rd)
Charleston, SC*
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Chatham, Cape Cod
Santa Monica, California, (Third Street)*
Georgetown, Washington DC*
Shaker Heights, Ohio
Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass.*
Seattle, Washington (Downtown and Pike
Street Market)
Lincoln Road, Miami Beach, Florida*

Street near Pioneer Square, Seattle
Client: City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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APPENDIX | PRINCIPLES OF THE NEW URBANISM
The Region, Metropolis, City, and Town

The Neighborhood, the District and the Corridor

1. Metropolitan regions are finite places with geographic boundaries derived from
topography, watersheds, coastlines, farmlands, regional parks, and river basins. The
metropolis is made of multiple centers that are cities, towns, and villages, each with its
own identifiable center and edges.

10. The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor are the essential elements of development and redevelopment in the metropolis. They form identifiable areas that encourage citizens to take responsibility for their maintenance and evolution.

2. The metropolitan region is a fundamental economic unit of the contemporary world.
Governmental cooperation, public policy, physical planning, and economic strategies
must reflect this new reality.

11. Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian-friendly, and mixed-use. Districts
generally emphasize a special single use, and should follow the principles of neighborhood design when possible. Corridors are regional connectors of neighborhoods and
districts; they range from boulevards and rail lines to rivers and parkways.

3. The metropolis has a necessary and fragile relationship to its agrarian hinterland and
natural landscapes. The relationship is environmental, economic, and cultural.
Farmland and nature are as important to the metropolis as the garden is to the house.
4. Development patterns should not blur or eradicate the edges of the metropolis. Infill
development within existing urban areas conserves environmental resources, economic investment, and social fabric, while reclaiming marginal and abandoned areas.
Metropolitan regions should develop strategies to encourage such infill development
over peripheral expansion.
5. Where appropriate, new development contiguous to urban boundaries should be
organized as neighborhoods and districts, and be integrated with the existing urban
pattern. Non-contiguous development should be organized as towns and villages with
their own urban edges, and planned for a jobs/housing balance, not as bedroom suburbs.
6. The development and redevelopment of towns and cities should respect historical
patterns, precedents, and boundaries.
7. Cities and towns should bring into proximity a broad spectrum of public and private
uses to support a regional economy that benefits people of all incomes. Affordable
housing should be distributed throughout the region to match job opportunities and to
avoid concentrations of poverty.
8. The physical organization of the region should be supported by a framework of
transportation alternatives. Transit, pedestrian, and bicycle systems should maximize
access and mobility throughout the region while reducing dependence upon the automobile.
9. Revenues and resources can be shared more cooperatively among the municipalities and centers within regions to avoid destructive competition for tax base and to promote rational coordination of transportation, recreation, public services, housing, and
community institutions.

12. Many activities of daily living should occur within walking distance, allowing independence to those who do not drive, especially the elderly and the young.
Interconnected networks of streets should be designed to encourage walking, reduce
the number and length of automobile trips, and conserve energy.
13. Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing types and price levels can bring
people of diverse ages, races, and incomes into daily interaction, strengthening the personal and civic bonds essential to an authentic community.
14. Transit corridors, when properly planned and coordinated, can help organize metropolitan structure and revitalize urban centers. In contrast, highway corridors should
not displace investment from existing centers.
15. Appropriate building densities and land uses should be within walking distance of
transit stops, permitting public transit to become a viable alternative to the automobile.
16. Concentrations of civic, institutional, and commercial activity should be embedded
in neighborhoods and districts, not isolated in remote, single-use complexes. Schools
should be sized and located to enable children to walk or bicycle to them.
17. The economic health and harmonious evolution of neighborhoods, districts, and
corridors can be improved through graphic urban design codes that serve as predictable guides for change.
18. A range of parks, from tot-lots and village greens to ball fields and community gardens, should be distributed within neighborhoods. Conservation areas and open lands
should be used to define and connect different neighborhoods and districts.

The Block, the Street and the Building
19. A primary task of all urban architecture and landscape design is the physical definition of streets and public spaces as places of shared use.
20. Individual architectural projects should be seamlessly linked to their surroundings.
This issue transcends style.
21. The revitalization of urban places depends on safety and security. The design of
streets and buildings should reinforce safe environments, but not at the expense of
accessibility and openness.
22. In the contemporary metropolis, development must adequately accommodate
automobiles. It should do so in ways that respect the pedestrian and the form of public space.
23. Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and interesting to the pedestrian.
Properly configured, they encourage walking and enable neighbors to know each other
and protect their communities.
24. Architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate, topography,
history, and building practice.
25. Civic buildings and public gathering places require important sites to reinforce
community identity and the culture of democracy. They deserve distinctive form,
because their role is different from that of other buildings and places that constitute the
fabric of the city.
26. All buildings should provide their inhabitants with a clear sense of location, weather and time. Natural methods of heating and cooling can be more resource-efficient
than mechanical systems.
27. Preservation and renewal of historic buildings, districts, and landscapes affirm the
continuity and evolution of urban society.

END
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